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CHAPTER 1

Atherosclerosis, an inflammatory disease of large and middle-sized arteries, is the
primary cause of events like stroke or acute myocardial infarction (Lusis 2000). In
2007, about one third of all deaths in the Netherlands was caused by these events,
which makes the disease a very important cause of death in the Netherlands
(www.cbs.nl). One of the main biological processes in atherosclerosis is the leuko
cyte adhesion cascade that involves recruitment to activated endothelium and mi
gration into the subendothelial space. In the intima, monocytes accumulate oxidized
low density lipoproteines (LDL) and other lipids and transform into foam cells, which
are involved in the formation of early plaques (Gimbrone et al. 2000; Hansson 2005;
Lusis 2000; Ross 1999).
During the past years, research in the field of atherosclerosis has resulted in better
insights into the development of atherosclerotic plaques, the major source of car
diovascular and cerebrovascular events, either due to thrombotic artery occlusion
or the shedding of emboli from the thrombus. Changes in molecular and cellular
processes in atherosclerosis and plaque formation have been mostly assessed by
means of ex vivo evaluation of isolated arteries and plaques. These studies, how
ever, do not provide information about structural and functional changes gradually
occurring in the walls of intact arteries during disease processes.
Selective imaging of a molecular target, known as molecular imaging, attempts to
reveal detailed information about the molecular and cellular processes underlying
disorders such as atherosclerosis. Molecular imaging is a rapidly growing field of
medicine and utilizes targeted contrast agents in combination with specific imaging
modalities. These contrast agents are developed to adhere to and thereby detect
pathological tissue, which otherwise would be difficult to distinguish from surround
ing normal tissue.
To achieve effective cellular and molecular imaging, a targeted contrast agent must
comply with the following criteria: long circulation half-life, low toxicity, sensitive
and selective binding to the molecular marker of interest, long lifetime at the target
site, structural stability during imaging, differentiable from non-adherent contrast
agents, rapid and high target-to-background contrast ratio, and biodegradability to
allow follow-up examinations (Klibanov et al. 1999; Lanza and Wickline 2003). Once
these criteria are met, targeted contrast agents become a vital tool in molecular
imaging.
Several imaging modalities are used for molecular imaging, such as computer tom o
graphy (CT) (Hyafil et al. 2007), single photon emission computer tomography
(SPECT) (Kietselaer et al. 2004; Ohshima et al. 2009), positron emission tomography
(PET) (Rudd et al. 2002), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (Kooi et al. 2003; Lanza
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et al. 2002), optical imaging (Douma et al. 2009), and ultrasound (Dayton and
Rychak 2007; Lanza and Wickline 2003). Each modality has specific advantages and
disadvantages and selection of the modality depends on the study question to be
addressed. PET, SPECT and optical imaging have a high sensitivity and are not both
ered by background interference from living tissue. The downside of both PET and
SPECT is that their spatial resolution is very limited and patients are exposed to
ionizing radiation after injection of radioactive tracers into the bloodstream. Besides
an equally limited spatial resolution, optical imaging also suffers from a limited
penetration depth. Ultrasound and MRI utilize the inherent echogenic and para
magnetic properties of living tissue, respectively, to produce an image. MRI offers
three-dimensional visualization of large structures with an excellent tissue discrimi
nation and good image resolution. Compared to the other imaging modalities, diag
nostic ultrasound has many advantages, like ease use (speed and portability), safety
(no ionizing radiation), real time imaging with high spatial and especially high tem 
poral resolution and relatively low costs (Dayton and Rychak 2007; Lecchi et al.
2007).
Ultrasound molecular imaging may become increasingly important, if site-targeted
contrast agents are available to detect early atherosclerosis in large arteries. To
achieve this, the ability of ultrasound contrast agents to selectively adhere to dys
functional or activated endothelium, while withstanding the prevailing shear forces,
is of paramount importance. In this thesis we focus on some basic aspects of con
trast agent biophysics and ultrasound imaging.

Aim of this thesis
To increase our insight into molecular imaging by means of targeted ultrasound
contrast agents to endothelial markers in large arteries, we address the following
questions:
1. How do ultrasound contrast agent size and surface density relate to echogenic
ity? A specific question regards the production of echogenic monodisperse perfluorocarbon emulsions.
2. Is it feasible to load circulating blood cells, like monocytes/macrophages, with
ultrasound contrast material to enhance echogenicity without sacrificing adhe
sive properties?
3. Is it feasible to target contrast loaded macrophages in vivo, given the physiologi
cal shear stress conditions present in larger arteries?
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Outline of thesis
As an introduction to the other chapters, in Chapter 2 a brief overview of the basic
principles of ultrasound, ultrasound imaging of locally concentrated contrast agents
and biophysics of particle adhesion in large arteries is given.
in Chapter 3 the literature on in vitro and in vivo adhesion dynamics of current ul
trasound contrast agents is reviewed and the ideal contrast agent is described in
terms of selectivity and adhesive behavior.
In Chapter 4 of this thesis a method developed to produce monodisperse perfluorocarbon emulsions is described and evaluated. Emulsions with predefined sizes were
studied to establish ultrasound reflectivity and the ability to attach ligands to their
surface.
In Chapter 5 the feasibility of utilizing macrophages as ultrasound contrast vehicles
for targeting is demonstrated. The feasibility of contrast loading, adhesion and re
flectivity was studied under in vitro conditions.
In Chapter 6, perfluorohexane loaded macrophages were used for targeting acti
vated endothelium in mouse carotid artery in vivo.
In Chapter 7 the current status of ultrasound molecular imaging and future direc
tions are discussed.
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In the following sections the basic biophysical principles of ultrasound, ultrasound
molecular imaging of (targeted) contrast agents, particle adhesion, and hemody
namics in large arteries will be described.

Basic principles of ultrasound
Ultrasound is sound with a frequency beyond the human audible range, i.e., with a
frequency higher than 20 kHz. For biomedical applications, frequencies in the range
of 1 to 30 MHz are used. Ultrasound systems usually emit a short burst of ultrasonic
waves, generated by an electro-acoustic transducer, into the human body, which is
reflected by acoustic inhomogeneities, and received back by the same transducer.
The propagation speed of an ultrasonic wave is called acoustic velocity c [m/s]
(O'Brien 2007) and is determined by the properties of the medium as expressed by
the following equation:

where k [m2/N] is adiabatic compressibility and pO [kg/m3] is the mean mass density
of the medium.
From this equation it follows that the speed of sound increases with a decreasing
compressibility (i.e., increasing stiffness of the medium). For example, the acoustic
velocity of dry air is 330 m/s while water and tissues exhibit a considerably higher
velocity in the order of 1500 m/s.
The wavelength A [m] of an ultrasonic wave is determined by the frequency / [Hz]
and the acoustic velocity:

The wavelength determines largely the spatial resolution of ultrasound systems. A
frequency of 6 MHz corresponds to a A of about 250 jim.
The interaction between acoustic pressure amplitude of the wave p [N/m ] and
particle velocity v [m/s] in a medium is described by:
p= Zv
where Z [Rayl=kg/(s/m2)] is the acoustic impedance of the medium, and equals the
mass density times the acoustic velocity:
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Z= p c

(4)

The sound energy passing through a unit area in a unit time is the intensity
[kg/s3=W /m2] of the sound wave:
I = 0.5 * Z v 2 = 0 .5 * p 2 / Z

(5)

The propagation of ultrasound is influenced by changes in the acoustic properties of
the medium through which the waves are propagating. Ultrasonic waves encounter
ing boundaries of internal structures are partly reflected (echo), transmitted or
scattered. Reflection and transmission of sound occur at acoustic impedance transi
tions with a dimension substantially larger than the wavelength and are expressed
in terms of its reflection (R) and transmission (T) coefficients. The reflection coeffi
cient for an acoustic interface between medium 1 and medium 2 will be:

S = z2+zx

<6>

Where Z2 (= P ic J and Z2 (=p2c?) are the characteristic impedances of the two media
given by equation 2.4.
The transmission coefficient from medium 1 to medium 2 is:
2Z,
Z2+ Zi

(7)

For example, the acoustic impedance mismatch between solids (e.g., bone) and soft
(e.g., muscle) tissue is large and a major part of the ultrasound wave will be re
flected, resulting in a large echo, while transitions between liquids (e.g., blood) and
soft tissue will result in a modest echo due to the limited reflection (see table 1).
Sound waves impinging on structures smaller than A (e.g., red blood cells) are scat
tered in all directions, provided the presence of sufficient interspacing between the
cells. Due to absorption, scattering, reflection, beam divergence and refraction,
sound is attenuated as it propagates through tissues. The relative attenuation of the
wave pressure amplitude is a function of the frequency/and traveled distance from
the source z [cm], according to the following equation:
A(z)/A( 0) = e a f z

(8)

where a 0 is the frequency dependent attenuation coefficient [dB/(cm/MHz)].
The farther the sound travels and the higher its frequency is the greater the at
tenuation will be. Attenuation coefficients vary widely for different media (see table
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1). Highly attenuating media, e.g., bone, can only be passed by ultrasound if it is thin
(e.g., temporal bone) and the ultrasound frequency is low. As indicated above, ul
trasound resolution improves with frequency (shorter wavelength) while attenua
tion increases. That is why deep lying structures are investigated with relatively low
frequencies (3.5 or 5 MHz), while superficial arteries are interrogated with substan
tially higher frequencies (10 MHz) to obtain detailed information.

Table 1. Acoustical properties of biological materials. Values are derived from data published by Goss
et al. (Goss et al. 1978); except where otherwise indicated.
Density p
[kg/m3)

Velocity c
[m/s2]

Acoustic Impedance
Z*106 [Rayl]

Attenuation a
[dB/cm/MHz]

1025

1580

1.62

0.2

Skin

1100+

1631+

1.79+

0.22++

Fat

952

1450

1.38

0.6

Muscle

1042

1580

1.7

1.5
1.03+
10

Blood (at 36°C)

Arterial wall

1066t

1616+

1.72+

Bone

2229

3500

7.8

t From Duck et al. (Duck 1990).
t t From Moran et al. (Moran et al. 2006).

Medical imaging with ultrasound
In its most simple application ultrasound is emitted as a short burst (2-3 periods) by
a single transducer. The same transducer picks up the reflected and backscattered
signals where the delay At with respect to emission corresponds to the depth d the
signals are originating from:

c
where the factor 2 is explained by the round trip distance.

The conversion from time to distance assumes that the propagation speed is (al
most) constant along the propagation path, which is true for biological tissues ex
cept bone (table 1). Because the emitted ultrasound burst meets many acoustic
inhomogeneities on its path the received signal is a summation of all returned sig
nals. The amplitude of the received radio-frequency (RF) signal, i.e., its envelope, is
a direct measure of the reflectivity of a particular inhomogeneity. Displaying the
amplitude as a function of depth (time delay) is called A-mode (A stands for ampli
tude) and enables direct evaluation of the relative amplitudes (figure 1). Repetitive
emission and reception along the same line and displaying the amplitudes coded in
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grey levels along each other is called M-mode, because it reveals the slight motion
(M-mode) of structure boundaries over time.

Figure 1. Characteristic radiofrequency (RF) signal received from a carotid artery and its envelope. The
anterior and posterior adventitial walls (high amplitude) are located at a depth of 4 and 11 mm (first 10
mm from skin have been discarded).

In a further development ultrasound is emitted and received along adjacent lines
requiring transducers composed of many transducer elements. In this way an area is
scanned and the received amplitudes are displayed coded in grey levels as an image
(brightness or B-mode) with (in the standard presentation) the transducer always
on top (figure 2). It should be realized that grey level encoding is performed in a
non-linear fashion: high amplitudes are compressed to accommodate the large
dynamic range of echo amplitudes. Signals received from structural interfaces that
are oriented perpendicularly to the ultrasound beam exhibit generally large ampli
tude peaks (reflection) while those received from tissue (mainly scattering) have
moderate amplitudes. A major difference between ultrasound echo imaging and
other imaging modalities is that the former is based on transition in acoustic prop
erties, so structures with (nearly) homogeneous characteristics will not generate
signals. For example, for sound whole blood is almost homogeneous and will appear
as black in the image. The achievable frame rate for B-mode images composed of
128 lines easily exceeds the video frame rate of 25 Hz (real-time). Parallel shifting of
the echo lines is realized with a linear array of transducer elements. Splitting ele
ments into small rectangular elements and activating those elements group wise
with small respective delays allows focusing at a preselected depth. At reception the
delays can be varied over depth (time), allowing dynamic focusing over a depth
range within the plane of observation. Perpendicular to the scan plane focusing is
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achieved mechanically by an acoustic lens, composed of material with a sound
propagation speed that highly deviates from that of biological tissues. A common
value for the width of focused beams is 4-6 wavelengths (lateral resolution), which
is substantial larger than the axial resolution along the echo line. As indicated
above, the best resolution is obtained for high frequencies, but that implies that the
target should be close to the transducer to keep the depth-dependent attenuation
manageable. This is achieved by intravascular ultrasound systems (IVUS), with a
mechanically rotating transducer or transducer array, mounted at the tip of a cathe
ter and operating at a frequency of 30 MHz.

Figure 2. Transcutaneous ultrasound B-mode image of an advanced plaque on the posterior wall, indi
cated by a white arrow, at the transition from common to internal carotid artery.

Imaging of targeted contrast agents
Ultrasound molecular imaging of targeted contrast agents requires insight into the
relationship between local expression of molecular markers on endothelial surfaces,
especially in early atherosclerosis, and the local concentration of ultrasound con
trast agents. Several theoretical models to determine the reflectivity of ultrasound
contrast agents adhered to a target surface have been described in literature.
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According to the Born approximation the scattering cross-section (SCS) of a single
contrast agent, defined as the scattered power divided by the incident power, is
proportional to:
( 10)
where d is the diameter of a particle and A the ultrasound wavelength (given by
equation 2). It implies that the scattered power strongly increases for either a larger
sphere size (to the sixth power) or by increasing the ultrasound frequency (to the
fourth power). Therefore, experiments quantifying the signal gain of contrast agents
should also report the ultrasound frequency employed.
A related question pertains to the selection of agent size for a given volume quan
tity: will it be better to have a large number of small rather than a small number of
large particles, assuming that all particles are located within the ultrasound beam?
Let us consider a small particle with diameter ds and volume vs and a large particle
with diameter di and volume vh Suppose that di=kds. For this diameter relationship
the volume relationship converts into vi=k3vs, which indicates that we need k small
particles to obtain an equivalent volume. In practice a factor k=10 in diameter (0.5
vs 5 nm) is quite realistic for ultrasound contrast agents In terms of bioavailability,
preference should likely be given to the small particles because relatively large red
blood cells will push those particles towards the wall, favoring adhesion. However,
because of the large number of particles involved and the limited number of free
adhesion sites, a larger particle size might be advantageous, if the effect of wall
shear and entrapment by the microcirculation can be ignored.
Now let us return to the backscattered ultrasound signal level for either large or
small particles when both collections have the same total volume. Assuming inde
pendent scattering (large interspacing) we may sum the backscattered power of the
individual particles, resulting for the small particles (ds (ds/A)4 per particle) in a total
of k3ds2(ds/\)4 or a signal amplitude of k15ds(dsA )2. Similarly, large particles
(d 2(d|/\)4) will produce a backscattered power of k6ds2(ds/X)4, or a signal level of
k3ds(ds/X)2. We may conclude that for a given volume of material the highest ultra
sound signal is obtained from large particles.
Couture et al. (Couture et al. 2006) described a linear scattering model, which ac
counts for transducer diffraction patterns, particle and substrate physical proper
ties, and density of particle coverage. The perfluorocarbon particle model assumes a
random distribution of scatterers with a known size distribution and predicts the
surface density or frequency dependence of the reflectivity coefficient very well,
especially at low particle concentrations. For perfluorocarbon emulsions, an essen
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tial contrast agent in this thesis, this model does not work beyond a certain density
due to interaction of these particles with each other, which causes multiple scatter
ing, phase interference and saturation. However, in vivo, this situation will probably
not occur because of a sparse number of molecular markers at the targeted surface.
Marsh et al. (Marsh et al. 2007) related the echogenicity to density with a simple
asymptotic exponential model. The reflectivity enhancement is expressed as the
difference between the backscatter of a surface, coated with contrast material, and
the mean value of the backscatter of all samples in the non-coated surface group.
This model assumes a considerably higher particle density than the particle model
of Couture (see above), explaining the saturation effect described by Couture et al.
(Couture et al. 2006).
Lanza et al. described a simple acoustic transmission line model that is less complex
than the particle model of Couture et al. It predicts the reflectivity coefficient of a
layer of perfluorocarbon emulsions attached to a substrate (Lanza et al. 1998) and is
based on a three layer system of a host medium (water or blood), a thin (~250nm)
homogeneous layer of emulsions, and the substrate. This model implicitly suggests
that contrast agents adhere as a continuous uniform layer (Lanza et al. 1998).
Couture et al. developed an additional model that predicts the reflection of ultra
sound from multiple layers of scattering particles (Couture et al. 2007). Instead of
determining the acoustical impedance of a single layer itself, this model determines
first the reflection of a single layer, using the scattering cross-section of the parti
cles, and then sums the phase-shifted contributions of all layers. This model demon
strates that the reflection coefficient for two types of scatterers, glass beads and
cells (~5 and -1 0 urn in size, respectively), increases as function of their density on
the surface for less than three stacked layers. Above three layers, oscillations of the
reflection coefficient, due to constructive or destructive phase interference be
tween layers, are accurately predicted by the model as confirmed experimentally.
In reality, we are always dealing with sparse numbers of targeted contrast agents at
the arterial wall, not reaching a single uniform layer as assumed by Lanza et al, (Lan
za et al. 1998) or multiple layers as assumed by Couture et al. (Couture et al. 2007).

Basic principles of hemodynamics
Blood flows through the lumen of a blood vessel and carries oxygen, hormones and
nutrients and removes waste products from the various body tissues. Blood is a
suspension of red blood cells (erythrocytes), platelets, and white blood cells (leuko
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cytes) in a solution (called plasma) of lipids, salts, proteins, carbohydrates and gas
es. Typical characteristics of blood are hematocrit (erythrocyte volume fraction) and
viscosity. The latter is subdivided into plasma viscosity and whole blood viscosity.
The viscosity of a fluid is its resistance to flow which arises from friction between
adjacent fluid layers (Pearson 2001). The force exerted on the liquid layer per unit of
area is called shear stress and the velocity gradient between adjacent layers is the
shear rate (Pearson 2001). Shear stress can be estimated from shear rate and blood
viscosity. The shear stress at the wall-lumen interface, i.e., wall shear stress, is not
only an important determinant of endothelial cell function and intimal structure
(Reneman et al. 2006), but also plays a major role in rolling speed and adhesion of
monocytes (Alon et al. 1995; Marshall et al. 2003).

Shear stress in vivo
In most theoretical considerations and in nearly all in vitro as well as in vivo experi
ments, wall shear stress rw [Pa] is derived from viscosity and wall shear rate yw [s],
being the radial derivative of the velocity distribution at the wall. The latter is calcu
lated using Poiseuille's law, which supposes a steady non-pulsatile parabolic laminar
flow of Newtonian fluid within a straight circular tube with a constant diameter d
[m] or radius R [m] (Figure 3) (Nichols and O'Rourke 2005). Under these conditions
the velocity v [m/s] as function of radial position r [m] in a circular vessel with radius
R can be expressed as:

V(r) = Vmax

;-U) ,

where vmax is maximum blood flow velocity within the lumen.
Taking the derivative of the velocity distribution:
y

I w

4i/

32 q

,

dr

1121

The right hand side results from conversion from velocity to volume flow q [ml/s]. It
is problematic, however, to measure directly and non-invasively blood volume flow,
while the above equation is very susceptible to small errors in the estimated lumen
diameter because of its third power. That is why in clinical studies preference is
given to shear rate as function of the ratio of center stream velocity and diameter.
The center stream velocity is easily measurable with a Doppler system. In a final
step, shear stress r [Pa] follows from shear rate y [s] and whole blood viscosity WBV
[Pa/s], which transforms the above expression into:
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where r\ [Pa/s] is the fluid viscosity.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of a parabolic flow profile. The maximum velocity (vmax) is at the
centre of the velocity distribution.

However, Poiseuille's law does not hold for large arteries where blood is a nonNewtonian fluid, the vessel is distensible, flow is pulsatile, and the velocity profiles
never can fully develop because bifurcations and branches make segments too
short for full development. Consequently, the velocity profile is a flattened rather
than a fully developed parabola, with a low shear rate in the centre of the artery
and a high shear rate towards the wall (Reneman et al. 2006). In straight vessels, the
shear stress leads to migration of erythrocytes towards the vessel axis. For shear
rates lower than 100 s'1 erythrocytes will aggregate (rouleaux formation), which
increases viscosity. Because of their size erythrocytes cannot approach the vessel
wall unlimitedly, explaining the thin boundary layer of plasma containing only the
relatively small blood platelets. The viscosity of this layer approaches that of blood

plasma (shear thinning). Above a shear rate of 100 s 1 whole blood behaves like a
Newtonian fluid and achieves its minimum viscosity with erythrocytes aligning along
the stream lines to decrease resistance to flow (Stuart and Kenny 1980). The ex
perimental expression to estimate whole blood viscosity, as proposed by Weaver,
accounts for the dynamic behavior of whole blood viscosity as function of hema
tocrit and plasma viscosity for the full physiological range of wall shear rates
(Weaver et al. 1969).
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For curved arteries, accumulation of erythrocytes on the inside curvature is driven
by secondary flow in combination with higher residence times (Jung et al. 2006).
The higher viscosity in the central part of the curved vessel tends to block erythro
cyte flow, causing them to migrate preferentially through the boundary layer of the
plasma. Such behavior can also be expected from monocytes in regions prone to
atherosclerotic plaque development, e.g., inner curvatures of arteries (Jung et al.
2006). Similarly, in the common carotid artery bifurcation erythrocytes and mono
cytes can come in close contact with the artery wall in the area of disturbed flow
opposite to the flow divider. In this area, which is prone to atherosclerosis, flow
deviates from the main stream and re-circulates (Reneman et al. 1985). Wall shear
stress, averaged over the cardiac cycle, has been shown to be very low in this area
(Dai et al. 2004).
Not only in large arteries, but also in arterioles the velocity profiles are flattened
parabolas, mainly due to the dominant viscous forces in the center of these small
vessels. The flattening of the profiles in large arteries and arterioles does have con
sequences for the determination of shear rate from velocity profiles. When assum
ing a parabolic velocity profile the wall shear rate values obtained will be substan
tially lower (up to a factor of 2) than those derived from a flattened velocity profile
(Reneman et al. 2006). Therefore, shear rate has to be derived directly from re
corded velocity profiles.

Shear stress in vitro
For flow chamber studies, used to study adhesion and detachment of leukocytes or
contrast agents, the relationship between flow, wall shear rate, and wall shear
stress is related to its rectangular shape (Lawrence et al. 1987; Patton et al. 1993;
Takalkar et al. 2004). Since the chamber width w is much larger than the height H,
the contribution of the lateral boundaries to the shape of the velocity distribution
can be neglected. Therefore, it can be assumed that for steady flow over the full
width the velocity profile, as function of the position h, has a parabolic shape (Fig. 4)
directly related to peak flow velocity vmax:
v(h) = vmax ( l - ( 2 h / H )2) for \h\<H/2

(14)

By definition, the wall shear rate ywat the chamber wall is the local derivative of the
velocity distribution with respect to the position h\
Ai/(h)

max^
ax m
h=H / 2

max

H

w H2

(15)
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where q is the volume flow rate through the flow chamber according to:
( 2vmny \
2wHvmny
Q = v meanwH = \ - ^ wH = ------ ^ o r

3q

, ,

(16)

where vmeon is the mean flow velocity in the flow chamber.
The wall shear stress t w, derived from the wall shear rate (Eq. 15) and medium vis
cosity q in the chamber, is described as:
r =^2wH2

(17)

Figure 4. Example of a parallel-plate flow chamber setup to study adhesion-detachment of contrast
agents or leukocytes.

Biophysical aspects of particle settling
The trajectory of a single freely circulating particle in the fluid stream is governed by
the forces exerted by the fluid stream and gravitation. For dilute suspensions,
Stokes' Law predicts the settling velocity vs [nm/s] of a particle in a fluid, such as in
water or blood, with viscosity q, by:
„

u s)
5

I8/7

where g is the gravitational acceleration [m/s2], d is the particle diameter, pp is the
mass density of the particles [kg/m3], and p/ is the mass density of the fluid [kg/m3].
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As shown in table 2, the settling velocity for a particle in a flow chamber, filled with
water (r]= 1 mPa/s), will be low for small particles or for a small difference in mass
density as may be the case for blood cells suspended in blood plasma. In that case
only a narrow layer along the wall may contribute to particle adhesion. The settling
velocity increases sharply (quadratic relationship) for larger particles with a higher
density, such as monocytes (p=1058-1070 kg/m3) (Vang et al. 1999). On the other
hand, large gas bubbles will easily converge at the top wall because they have a
mass density (1.3 kg/m3) that is almost a factor 1000 lower than that of water (1000
kg/m3).
Table 2. Settling velocity [nm/s] of a particle in stationary medium, e.g., water (p=1000 kg/m3, n= 1
mPa/s). Negative value is upward velocity.
particle

Particle density {kg/m3]

diameter
[Urn]
0.01

900

925

950

975

1025

1050

1075

1100

1680

-0.0056

-0.0042

-0.0028

-0.0014

0.0014

0.0028

0.0042

0.0056

0.0378

0.02

-0.0222

-0.0167

-0.0111

-0.0056

0.0056

0.0111

0.0167

0.0222

0.1511

0.05

-0.1389

-0.1042

-0.0694

-0.0347

0.0347

0.0694

0.1042

0.1389

0.9444

0.1

-0.5556

-0.4167

-0.2778

-0.1389

0.1389

0.2778

0.4167

0.5556

3.7778

0.2

-2.2222

-1.6667

-1.1111

-0.5556

0.5556

1.1111

1.6667

2.2222

15.1111

-3.47

3.47

6.94

10.42

13.89

94.44
378

0.5

-13.89

-10.42

-6.94

1

-56

-42

-28

-14

14

28

42

56

2

-222

-167

-111

-56

56

111

167

222

1511

5

-1389

-1042

-694

-347

347

694

1042

1389

9444

6

-2000

-1500

-1000

-500

500

1000

1500

2000

13600

7

-2722

-2042

-1361

-681

681

1361

2042

2722

18511

8

-3556

-2667

-1778

-889

889

1778

2667

3556

24178

9

-4500

-3375

-2250

-1125

1125

2250

3375

4500

30600

4167

5556

37778

10

-5556

-4167

-2778

-1389

1389

2778

12

-8000

-6000

-4000

-2000

2000

4000

6000

8000

54400

15

-12500

-9375

-6250

-3125

3125

6250

9375

12500

85000

A particle with diameter d can approach the wall up to d/2. If it is still free flowing at
that position (without contact to the wall), then its velocity at that position is
termed critical velocity vc and follows directly from the expression for a parabolic
velocity distribution in a vessel with maximum velocity vmax and radius R (Eq. 11):
f

( R - d / 2 ) 2^
{

R

)

v maxd
4R

Ri
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Table 3 lists the critical velocity as function of particle diameter for a given vessel
diameter of 0.4 mm and center stream velocity of 150 mm/s, which are representa
tive of a common carotid artery of a mouse (Hartley et al. 2004).
Table 3. Critical velocity [mm/s] of a particle in the common carotid artery (d-0.4 mm) of a mouse
with average center stream velocity of 150 mm/s.______________ _________________________
Particle
diameter [urn]

Critical velocity
[mm/s]

Particle
diameter [urn]

Critical velocity
[mm/s]

0.01

0.0075

5

3.7266

0.02

0.0150

6

4.4663

0.05

0.0375

7

5.2041

0.1

0.0750

8

5.9400

0.2

0.1500

9

6.6741

0.5

0.3748

10

7.4063

1

0.7491

12

8.8650

2

1.4962

15

11.0391

The Stokes settling velocity, in combination with velocities close to the wall, is rele
vant to answer the question which particles may eventually make contact with the
wall of a horizontally oriented vessel, or in other words: what region close to the
wall is relevant for adhesion. To answer that question a time-varying distance of a
particle to the wall (which follows from the settling velocity) is entered in the para
bolic equation to find the path length L of a particle along the stream lines before il
touches the wall. The relevant parameters are vessel radius R, difference in mas;

density Ap, maximum (center stream) flow velocity vmax, viscosity q and initial dis
tance to the wall d0:
L=

6T]\ maxT { l R 2(d0 - d / 2 ) - { R - d / 2 f + { R - d 0 f )
ApRgd

L=

671V” ° l T (3R(d0 + d / 2 ) ( d 0 - d / 2 ) )
Ap R 2g d i

(20)

9 rw (n + l) r>
Ap g

The conversion from the first to the second line of the equation above results fron
the assumption that the vessel radius R (or flow chamber height) is much large
than the particle size and the distance between particle position and the wall. Fo
the conversion to the last line of the equation above, use is made of equation 1
and 13 for the wall shear stress in a vessel with a parabolic velocity profile. Scalin
the free distance to the wall as a multiple n of the particle diameter eliminates th
diameter size from the equation. The final result indicates that the path length i
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directly related to local wall shear stress and distance, and inversely related to par
ticle size and difference in mass density. Table 4 lists the path lengths for particles
as function of the initial free distance to the wall expressed in units of particle size.
It follows that for the wall shear stress considered, the path lengths become exces
sively large as the initial distance to the wall increases from 1 diameter to 10 parti
cle diameters. It indicates that in a straight vessel under stationary flow conditions
(no mixing through whirling) only a very thin fluid layer close to the wall may con
tribute to adhesion.

Table 4. The path length of a particle at a distance of multiple n of particle diameter from the wall in,
for example, the common carotid artery (d=0.4 mm) of a mouse with an average center stream
velocity of 150 mm/s, and a difference in mass density of 50 kg/m3.
____________________________
Path length [mm]

Wall shear
stress [Pa]

n=l

n=2

n=4

n=8

n=10

0.01

0.4

1.1

3.6

13

19.8

0.02

0.7

2.2

7.2

25.9

39.6

0.05

1.8

5.4

18

64.8

99

0.1

3.6

10.8

36

129.6

198

0.2

7.2

21.6

72

259

396

0.5

18

54

180

648

990

1

36

108

360

1296

1980

72

216

720

2592

3960

5

180

540

1800

6480

9900

10

360

1080

3600

12960

19800

2160

7200

25920

39600

2

20

720

Biophysical aspects of particle adhesion
As stated in the previous section, a freely circulating particle (e.g., blood cell or
contrast agent) may interact with the bottom or surface of a flow chamber or artery
because of gravity in combination with prevailing flow patterns (e.g., in curves and
bifurcations). At the surface, a particle undergoes free (no adhesion) rolling in the
shear flow, due to hemodynamic forces and external torques acting on the particle,
causing it to rotate (Zhao et al. 2001). Adhesion of a particle occurs either nonspecifically by means of van der Waals forces, electromagnetic and steric interac
tions, or specifically by means of ligand-receptor interactions, as shown in figure 5
(Decuzzi et al. 2005).
In case of specific adhesion, a freely rolling particle must first overcome surface
protein electrostatic repulsive forces to bring the receptor and ligand pair into close
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proximity to achieve initial attachment. Secondly, the contact time between recep
tor and ligand must be long enough to allow at least one bond formation (Alon et al.
1995). This ligand-receptor bond exerts an adhesive force, which slows the velocity
of a particle and increases the contact area, which again increases the number of
receptors available for binding. This may lead to additional bond formation, result
ing in an increased adhesive force (Chang and Hammer 1999; Hammer and Apte
1992; Munn et al. 1996). Due to the combination of hemodynamic forces and bonds
dissociating at the back edge contact of the particle, a particle tumbles forward in
the direction of the flow (Brunk and Hammer 1997). To prevent dislodging of a par
ticle from the surface, the net adhesive force must balance the hemodynamic force
and torque imposed by the shear flow (Alon et al. 1995; Brunk and Hammer 1997;
Cozens-Roberts et al. 1990; Hammer and Lauffenburger 1987; Orsello et al. 2001;
Saterbak and Lauffenburger 1996).
Adhesive forces are influenced by biological factors such as the receptor and ligand
density on both particle and target surface, respectively, the type of ligand-receptor
family, the rates of reaction between them and their affinity (multiple bond
strength) and avidity (single bond strength) for each other. These biological factors
determine the number of bonds formed during collision within the contact region
close to the surface (Alon et al. 1995; Brunk and Hammer 1997; Cozens-Roberts et
al. 1990; Decuzzi and Ferrari 2006; Hammer and Apte 1992; Hammer and Lauffen
burger 1987; Orsello et al. 2001). The disruptive forces are influenced by physiologi
cal forces (e.g., wall shear stress) and particle properties (e.g., size, deformability
and morphology) (Cozens-Roberts et al. 1990; Decuzzi and Ferrari 2006; Hammer
and Apte 1992).
Because the force and torque exerted on the particle are proportional to the square
and the cube of the particle diameter, respectively (Goldman et al. 1967), and the
size of the contact area is a function of particle diameter (Cozens-Roberts et al.
1990), it appears that both disruptive and adhesive forces acting on the rolling and
adhesion of particles are a function of the particle diameter (Chang and Hammer
1999; Decuzzi and Ferrari 2006; Hammer and Apte 1992; Hammer and Lauffen
burger 1987; Shinde Patil et al. 2001). This is supported by an experimental model,
showing that at low wall shear stress size hardly affects adhesion, but that at high
shear stresses a small size favors attachment (Shinde Patil et al. 2001). With increas
ing diameter the shear stress required to set a particle in motion becomes lower
(force equals stress times cross-section) and favors detachment. Since the moment
exerted on a particle increases with diameter and the shear stress gradient across
that particle, the tendency to roll and the rolling velocity also increase with greater
diameter, impeding attachment. It should be kept in mind that the effective shear
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stress gradient across the particle will decrease with deformability, favoring at
tachment.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of a particle adhering non-specifically by means of van der Waals forces
(Fvdw), electromagnetic (Fel) and steric (Fst) interactions, or specifically by means of ligand-receptor
interactions. Shear flow induces a hemodynamic force (Fh) and external torque (T) on a particle with a
radius R, causing it to rotate. In case of specific adhesion, a ligand-receptor bond exerts an adhesive
stress, which slows the velocity (v) of a particle and increases the contact area (A), thereby increasing
the number off receptors available for binding and promoting additional bond formation, resulting in an
increased adhesive force (Fad). An adhered particle is in static equilibrium: its net adhesive force is in
balance with the force and torque exerted by blood flow and gravitation.

The number of contrast agents adhering to the endothelium varies with the proper
ties of the particles, like size, deformability, density and bioavailability. In addition,
flow patterns and associated wall shear stress, density of adhesion molecules and
binding strength play a role in attachment to the site of interaction. If only gravity
would be involved in the migration of agents towards the wall, the relevant fluid
layer would be rather thin. However, in straight arteries, large particles will migrate
to areas with a low shear stress gradient, thereby pushing smaller particles towards
the wall. In addition, swirling and vortices, especially in areas with recirculating flow,
as in bifurcations and bends, will enhance the density of both small and larger con
trast agents close to the wall. Smaller particles will more easily adhere to the wall
than larger contrast agents under shear stress conditions but the echogenicity will
be lower per particle, requiring a larger number of adhered particles to reach ade
quate echogenicity for ultrasound molecular imaging.
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Abstract
Molecular imaging may provide new insights into the early detection and develop
ment of atherosclerosis before first symptoms occur. One of the techniques in use
employs non-invasive ultrasound. In the past decade, experimental and clinical
validation studies showed that for the microcirculation targeted ultrasound contrast
agents, such as echogenic liposomes, microbubbles and perfluorocarbon emulsions,
do improve visualization of specific structures. For large arteries, however, succes
sful application is less obvious. In this review we will address the challenges for
molecular imaging of large arteries. We will discuss the problems encountered in
the use of targeted ultrasound contrast agents presently available, mainly based on
data obtained in flow chambers and animal studies because clinical studies are
lacking. We conclude that molecular imaging of activated endothelium in large and
middle-sized arteries by site-specific accumulation of contrast material is still diffi
cult to achieve due to wall shear stress conditions in these vessels.
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Introduction
Atherosclerosis is a slowly progressing, multi-factorial inflammatory disease of large
and middle-sized arteries, initiated by the activation and dysfunctioning of endothe
lial cells by mediators, such as hyperlipidemia and shear stress (Gimbrone et al.
2000; Lusis 2000; Ross 1999). Atherogenesis involves leukocyte recruitment, accu
mulation of lipids, foam cell formation in the intima, and changes in the extracellu
lar matrix of arterial walls (Hansson 2005; Lusis 2000; Ross 1999). Atherosclerotic
plaques preferentially develop in branch points or curves where blood flow is dis
turbed (Reneman et al. 1985), local wall shear stress is bidirectional and average
wall shear stress is relatively low (Dai et al. 2004; Friedman et al. 1986; Zarins et al.
1983). One of the main biological processes in atherogenesis is related to the leuko
cyte adhesion cascade. Damaged or stimulated endothelial cells express proinflammatory adhesion molecules such as platelet (P)-selectin, endothelial
(E)-selectin, and integrins such as vascular adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1) and intra
cellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1). The up-regulation of endothelial adhesion
molecules subsequently mediates initial attachment, restrained rolling and firm
adhesion of monocytes to the activated endothelium via the monocyte adhesion
molecules P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 (PSGL-1), very late antigens-4 (VLA-4),
macrophage antigen complex 1 (Mac-1) and lymphocyte function-associated anti
gen 1 (LFA-1) (Gerszten et al. 1998; Huo et al. 2000; Ley et al. 2007). One should
realize that in the arterial system monocytes will only be able to come in close con
tact with the endothelial wall in areas of disturbed, recirculatory flow associated
with low wall shear stress (Fig. 1). Both initial attachment and rolling, predominantly
regulated by selectins and their respective carbohydrate ligands, are reversible
adhesive processes: monocytes can detach and be released back into the blood
stream (Springer 1994). Monocyte rolling is characterized by the speed with which
selectin-ligand bonds form and dissociate (i.e., high on- and off-rates, respectively),
and the rolling velocity, mediated by the shear forces present at the vessel wall
(Alon et al. 1995; Marshall et al. 2003). For stable rolling of leukocytes a certain wall
shear stress threshold should be reached (Lawrence et al. 1997; Ridger et al. 2008).
During rolling, endothelium-bound chemokines have the opportunity to interact
with specific chemokine receptors on the monocytes. The chemo-tactic activation of
monocytes increases the a4-integrin affinity and avidity (clustering) for VCAM-1,
resulting in monocyte arrest (Chan et al. 2001; Ley et al. 2007). During arrest, signal
ing via a4-integrins leads to cell spreading and increase of LFA-1 avidity. In turn,
LFA-1 binding to ICAM-1 leads to down-regulation of a4-integrin mediated adhe
sion, which may facilitate monocyte migration through the endothelium into the
subendothelial space (Chan et al. 2001; Ley et al. 2007).
In the intima, monocytes accumulate oxidized low density lipoproteines (LDL) and
other lipids and transform into foam cells to form early plaques. These so-called
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fatty streaks, prevalent in young people, never cause symptoms. They may disap
pear or eventually progress into more advanced atherosclerotic plaques. Vulnerable
plaques can rupture and induce thrombus formation, which eventually leads to
symptoms like stroke, due to emboli shedding, or acute myocardial infarction, due
to coronary artery occlusion (Hansson 2005).
External Carotid

Internal Carotid

Figure 1. As an example the monocyte adhesion cascade within a low shear stress region (carotid sinus)
of the carotid artery with the main steps illustrated in a separate panel, initial attachment and rolling
are mainly mediated by the selectins; arrest (firm adhesion) is mediated by integrins. EC: Endothelial
Cell.

Direct visualization of early atherosclerosis progression and prediction of the vul
nerability of lesions is not yet possible with standard, non-invasive imaging tech
niques like MRI and ultrasound. Because the progression of atherosclerotic plaque
development is accompanied by upregulation of adhesion molecules, the latter
process may be detected by contrast agents with a high sensitivity and selectivity to
atherosclerotic molecular targets. Targeted contrast agents can be tailored to make
them suitable to be detected by specific imaging modalities. The selective imaging
of a molecular target is known as molecular imaging, which may provide new in
sights into the development of atherosclerosis and facilitate early detection of the
disease before the first symptoms occur.
Recent improvements in ultrasound imaging with targeted ultrasound contrast
agents in the microcirculation (Barnard et al. 2008; Bruce et al. 2004; Chappell and
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Price 2006; Lindner et al. 2002; Rovai et al. 2000) have led to high expectations for
molecular ultrasound imaging of activated endothelium of large and middle-sized
arteries (Behm and Lindner 2006; Dayton and Rychak 2007; Lindner 2002; Lindner
2004; Rychak et al. 2007; Zhao et al. 2007). Below we will discuss the challenges this
new approach is facing. We will provide an overview of the problems encountered
in the use of targeted ultrasound contrast agents presently available for molecular
imaging of large arteries. The evaluation is mainly based on flow chamber and ani
mal studies, because of the lack of clinical studies in this area.

Ultrasound contrast agents
Historically, ultrasound contrast agents were conceived to assess tissue perfusion.
The blood in small blood vessels, like arterioles and capillaries, cannot be visualized
non-invasively, because the size of the vessels is typically below the resolution of
transcutaneous ultrasound systems (in the order of 0.2-0.4 mm) (Shung et al. 1986).
By injecting ultrasound contrast agents into the circulation the echo intensity level
of the blood pool is increased due to the strongly deviating acoustic impedance of
the contrast agent with respect to its environment. Enhancement of the signal
originating from small vessels is the basis for imaging of vasa vasorum supplying
atherosclerotic plaques with blood (Feinstein 2006), but also allows Doppler re
cordings in small vessels or at sites difficult accessible to ultrasound (Bokor 2000;
Schwarz et al. 1994).

Ligand

Lipid m onolayer

Lipid m onolayer

Lipid bilayer

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of 3 different kinds of ultrasound contrast agents: (a) a gas-filled microbub
ble, (b) a nongaseous perfluorocarbon (PFC) emulsion, and (c) an echogenic liposome containing an
aqueous medium and (possibly) air within the bilayer.

Acoustic blood-pool contrast agents were first described by Gramiak and Shah in
1968, who reported ultrasound contrast enhancement after administration of large
air filled microbubbles (Gramiak and Shah 1968). Eventually, this has led to the
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design of ultrasound contrast agents targeted to specific molecular targets: per
fluorocarbon nanoparticles (Alkan-Onyuksel et al. 1996; Lanza et al. 1997), echo
genic liposomes (Alkan-Onyuksel et al. 1996; Demos et al. 1997) and microbubbles
(Klibanov et al. 1997; Lindner et al. 2001; Villanueva et al. 1997) (Fig. 2).

Microbubbles
The first generation of microbubbles was produced by (manual) agitation of solu
tions, like saline, dextrose, hydrogen peroxide and even blood (Feigenbaum et al.
1970; Ophir and Parker 1989). These microbubbles lack persistence and are too
large and too unstable to survive trans-pulmonary passage and. therefore, are not
suitable for targeted molecular imaging (Raisinghani and DeMaria 2002). The new
generations of microbubbles (-1 -8 nm in diameter) are filled with heavy-molecular
weight gasses, like sulfur hexafluoride and perfluorocarbons, and are encapsulated
by a layer of phospholipids, albumin or polymers, which make the shell either
strong, flexible and stiff, respectively (Christiansen et al. 1994; Cohen et al. 1998;
Narayan et al. 2001) (Fig. 2a). Microbubbles are highly echogenic due to their gas
content, which creates a high acoustic impedance mismatch with surrounding flu
ids, and a resonant and highly non-linear behavior (de Jong et al. 2002). Even a sin
gle microbubble might be detectable with ultrasound, because of its size and its
echogenic properties (Takalkar et al. 2004). Nowadays, several varieties of micro
bubbles (e.g., Levovist, Sonovue) are commercially available and are used in the
clinic to assess tissue and tumor perfusion (Barnard et al. 2008; Rovai et al. 2000).

Nongaseous perfluorocarbon nanoparticles
Perfluorocarbon emulsions have originally been used as oxygen carriers and have
become a main candidate for safe and reliable artificial blood substitute (Spahn and
Kocian 2005). Lanza et al. developed the first ligand-targeted, lipid-encapsulated,
nongaseous perfluorocarbon nanoparticles (Alkan-Onyuksel et al. 1996) (Fig. 2b).
Compared to gas filled microbubbles, perfluorocarbon emulsions consist of liquid
perfluorocarbon which is encapsulated by a lipid monolayer as surfactant. The aver
age size of the nanoparticles is about 250 nm in diameter, thereby avoiding pulmo
nary entrapment. Perfluorocarbon emulsions are attractive as acoustic contrast
agents, because of their favorable acoustic properties. Perfluorocarbon has a very
low acoustic sound velocity (-6 7 0 m/sec) and a high density (-1700 kg/m3) com 
pared to water and surrounding tissue (-1540 m/sec and 1000 kg/m3, respectively).
The acoustic impedances of perfluorocarbon ranges from -0 .9 MRayl at 20°C to
-0 .8 MRayl at 37°C, which is considerably less than that of blood (1.5 MRayl) (Marsh
et al. 2002b). When bound to the cell surface of tissues, these emulsions are de
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tectable due tc accumulation and the local acoustic impedance mismatch (Lanza
and Wickline 2003).
Perfluorocarbon nanoparticles are produced through emulsification techniques, like
extrusion (Kornmann et al. 2008), sonication (Freire et al. 2005) and microfluidization (Alkan-Onyuksel et al. 1996; Couture et al. 2006a). These particles have
a good resistance to pressure, atmospheric exposure, heat and shear forces. There
fore, they are not susceptible to destruction by incident acoustic pressure that nor
mally cavitates or deforms microbubbles during ultrasonic imaging (Lanza and
Wickline 2003). Furthermore, compared to microbubbles they have a long circulat
ing half-live (= lh in dogs) (Lanza et al. 1997), but are less echogenic in blood (Lanza
and Wickline 2003).
Generally, perfluorocarbons are biologically inert and do not pose a toxicological
risk related to metabolic degradation (McGoron et al. 1994). Perfluorocarbon emul
sions are cleared by phagocytosis through the reticulo-endothelial system and even
tually eliminated via the lungs by expiration (Flaim 1994). The chemical inertness,
high biocompatibility and excellent stability of perfluorocarbon emulsions have
made them desirable agents for parenteral administration, for example, as blood
substitutes (Flaim 1994).

Liposomes
Echogenic liposomes are submicron-sized vesicles (800-900 nm in diameter)
(Pozharski et al. 2001). Compared to perfluorohexane emulsions (liquid perfluoro
carbon, monolayer) and microbubbles (gas, monolayer) they are composed of
aqueous fluid and a bilayer of phospholipids (Alkan-Onyuksel et al. 1996) (Fig. 2c).
Their reflectivity is caused by either their multi-laminar structure (Alkan-Onyuksel et
al. 1996; Hamilton et al. 2002a) or gas trapped inside the liposomes (Huang et al.
2002; Kheirolomoom et al. 2007; Smith et al. 2007; Suzuki et al. 2007). Several types
of echogenic liposomes have been developed and their structure depends on the
phospholipid-composition and the preparation method used, e.g., freezelyophilization, pressure freeze and reverse phase evaporation (Alkan-Onyuksel et al.
1996; Demos et al. 1999; Huang and MacDonald 2004; Kheirolomoom et al. 2007;
Smith et al. 2007; Suzuki et al. 2007; Suzuki et al. 2008). Even with a diameter less
than a micron, to avoid lung entrapment, echogenic liposomes encounter rapid
clearance by the reticulo-endothelial system (Klegerman et al. 2007). Longevity may
be increased by using polyethylene glycol coatings or by incorporating polymerized
lipids (Laverman et al. 2000; Woodle et al. 1992). Echogenic liposomes are as sensi
tive to pressure variations and ultrasound irradiation as microbubbles (Huang and
MacDonald 2004).
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Targeted ultrasound contrast agents
Targeting of a contrast agent to a specific site of interest can be either active or
passive (non-specific, non-directed uptake of particles). Uptake by macrophages,
where the degree of uptake might be indicative of the presence and density of ma
crophages in any tissue, is a way of passively targeting inflammatory sites (Lindner
et al. 2000b). Active targeting needs a ligand such as antibodies (e.g., P-selectin
antibody), peptides or carbohydrates (e.g., Sialyl Lewis*) that can be conjugated to
different types of contrast agent surfaces and has a high sensitivity and specificity
for its molecular target (Jaffer et al. 2007). Ligands can be attached either indirectly,
via covalent (via reactive groups) (Villanueva et al. 1998) or non-covalent (via avidinbiotin interactions) binding (Lanza et al. 1996), or directly via surface absorption
(Fig. 3) (Klibanov et al. 1999). Surface proteins, lipids or polymers, creating the shell,
can serve as an anchor for these ligands.

\

Avidin o Biotin ' I f L ig a n d

PEG

=

Reactive group

Figure 3. Methods for active targeting of ultrasound contrast agents. Shown are indirect, non-covalent
(via avidin-biotin) and covalent (via reactive groups), and direct ways (via surface absorption) to attach
target specific ligands (e.g., antibodies) to the contrast agent shell. A flexible polyethylene glycol spacer
arm can be incorporated to extend the ligand arm and improve targetability

Targeted microbubbles
Microbubbles have been studied in vitro and in animal studies for targeting and
imaging of disease markers involved in inflammation, myocardial ischemic cardiac
disease and angiogenesis (Kaufmann et al. 2007; Klibanov et al. 2006; Rychak et al.
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2006b; Takalkar et al. 2004; Weller et al. 2005a; Weller et al. 2005b). The acoustic
reflectivity of targeted microbubbles has extensively been studied in the microcircu
lation (cremaster muscle) (Lindner et al. 2001; Rychak et al. 2007; Rychak et al.
2006b) and to a lesser extent in the macrocirculation (femoral artery or thoracic
aorta) of mice (Kaufmann et al. 2007; Klibanov et al. 2006).

Targeted perfluorocarbon emulsions
Perfluorocarbon emulsions have been targeted in vitro and in animals (carotid- and
femoral artery of pigs and dogs) to tissue factor and fibrin (Alkan-Onyuksel et al.
1996; Lanza et al. 2000; Marsh et al. 1999). The first perfluorocarbon emulsions
targeted involved a multi-step method, which is an indirect administration method
consisting of first biotinylated antibodies, then avidin, and finally biotinylated per
fluorocarbon emulsions (Lanza et al. 1996; Marsh et al. 1999). This indirect method
revealed that, after administration of avidin, endogenous biotin competes with the
injected biotinylated ligand for avidin binding sites and can only be superseded by
an excess of avidin. Antibody conjugated perfluorocarbon emulsion have been used
for direct site specific targeting (Lanza et al. 2000; Lanza and Wickline 2003; Marsh
et al. 1999).

Targeted echogenic liposomes
Echogenic liposomes have been evaluated as imaging and drug delivery agents with
conjugated antibodies to their surface (Alkan-Onyuksel et al. 1996; Demos et al.
1999; Hamilton et al. 2002b; Huang et al. 2002). Most targeting studies with echo
genic liposomes were directed to molecular targets, such as fibrin, fibrinogen and
tissue factor (Demos et al. 1998; Demos et al. 1997; Hamilton et al. 2002a; Hamilton
et al. 2002b), and to a lesser extent to VCAM-1 and ICAM-1 (Demos et al. 1999;
Hamilton et al. 2004). In animal studies, targeted echogenic liposomes were imaged
in the macrocirculation (left ventricle and, femoral and, carotid artery) (Demos et al.
1999; Hamilton et al. 2002a; Hamilton et al. 2004).

Targeting and imaging of ultrasound contrast agents in large arteries
Targeted ultrasound contrast agents are designed to specifically and sensitively
enhance the reflectivity of pathological tissue, which otherwise is difficult to distin
guish from surrounding normal tissues with clinical imaging techniques. In vivo im
aging with ultrasound contrast agents involves a complex interplay between
bioavailability, sensitivity and selectivity to target sites, in relation to local wall shear
stress on the one hand (Takalkar et al. 2004; Weller et al. 2005a) and the acoustic
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properties and eventual density of the contrast agent with implications for ultra
sound reflectivity on the other hand (Couture et al. 2007; Dayton and Rychak 2007;
Marsh et al. 2007).

Ultrasound reflectivity: contrast agent density and size
Reflectivity enhancement after binding is not only determined by the acoustical
properties of their content (e.g., gas), but also by the number of adhered contrast
particles (Couture et al. 2006b; Lanza et al. 1998) and by the diameter (crosssection) of the agents (de Jong et al. 1991). For particles with a diameter smaller
than the wavelength of the ultrasound used, the echogenicity of an ultrasound
contrast agent is proportional to the sixth power of the diameter (de Jong et al.
1991). Consequently, ultrasound is highly sensitive to large gas-filled microbubbles
and less to the smaller perfluorocarbon emulsions and echogenic liposomes. Small
(adherent) nanoparticles will therefore be missed by the imaging system. To gain
similar reflectivity a large number of adhering particles is required. In vitro, it has
been shown that with perfluorohexane emulsions the reflectivity from a surface can
be enhanced by increasing the binding of these particles until saturation (at -5 0 %
surface coverage) (Couture et al. 2006b).

Bioavailability: size and shell properties
After administration into the blood stream, the bioavailability of the contrast agents
in blood is of importance for targeted imaging. To achieve a long circulation time
(>30 minutes) suitable for targeted imaging, lung entrapment and uptake by the
reticulo-endothelial system (e.g., monocytes and Kupfer cells) of the contrast agents
have to be avoided. Longevity can be increased by adjusting the size, but also the
shape and membrane components of ultrasound contrast agents. Small contrast
agents with a diameter less than a micron, such as echogenic liposomes, can avoid
lung entrapment, but still encounter rapid clearance by the reticulo-endothelial
system (Klegerman et al. 2007). Incorporation of membrane components, such as
polyethylene glycol or polymerized lipids, decreases uptake of contrast agents by
the reticulo-endothelial system (Klibanov et al. 1990; Loughrey et al. 1993; Peng and
Hsu 2001; Woodle et al. 1992).

Shear stress
As blood flows through an artery it induces friction of the blood cells and plasma
with the endothelial cells that line the vessel wall. The force exerted on the endo
thelium per unit of area is defined as wall shear stress. Wall shear stress can be
estimated as the product of wall shear rate and blood viscosity, wall shear rate be
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ing defined as the radial derivative of blood flow velocity distribution at the wall
(Reneman et al. 2006). Wall shear stress is sensed by the endothelial cells and has
been shown to be an important determinant of endothelial cell function and intimal
structure (Reneman et al. 2006).
Leukocyte adhesion occurs at sites with low average and oscillatory shear stress
which are dominantly present in curvatures and at branch points, e.g., in the carotid
artery opposite to the flow divider (Bharadvaj et al. 1982a; Bharadvaj et al. 1982b;
Dai et al. 2004; Reneman et al. 1985; Rindt and Steenhoven 1996). In these recircu
lation zones, leukocytes come in contact with the vessel wall, creating conditions for
interaction (Fig. 1). Shear stress also modulates leukocyte rolling speed on the endo
thelium: rolling speed increases with increasing shear stress (Alon et al. 1995;
Marshall et al. 2003).
Similarly, shear stress modulates the transport, initial attachment, and rolling of
ultrasound contrast agents. After binding to the endothelial wall, ultrasound con
trast agents have to withstand the prevailing wall shear stress and should remain
bound to the vessel wall sufficiently long to allow accumulation and imaging.

Shear stress: contrast agent size and shell properties
In laminar flow, large contrast agents (e.g., microbubbles) tend to migrate towards
regions with relatively low shear stress gradients, i.e., the axis of the blood vessel,
decreasing the concentration near the wall-lumen interface (Ismail et al. 1996;
Jayaweera et al. 1994; Lindner et al. 2002). This may be selectively counteracted by
applying transcutaneously an acoustic radiation force, pushing ultrasound contrast
agents towards their target (Crowder et al. 2005; Rychak et al. 2005; Rychak et al.
2007).
When contrast agents come in contact with the vessel wall, their properties, such as
diameter and deformability, affect adhesion in relation to the wall shear stress level
they are exposed to. At low wall shear stress, size hardly affects adhesion, but at
high shear stresses a small size favors attachment. With increasing diameter the
shear stress required to set a particle in motion becomes lower (force equals stress
times cross-section) and favors detachment. Since the moment exerted on a particle
increases with diameter and the shear stress gradient across that particle, the ten
dency to roll and the rolling velocity also increase, impeding attachment (Shinde
Patil et al. 2001).
Ultrasound contrast agents are normally very stiff and not deformable, and there
fore have a limited contact area and remain subjected to a large shear stress gradi
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ent across the particle, impeding adhesion. One targeting study with wrinkled mi
crobubbles demonstrated that, under low shear stress conditions (max. 0.14 Pa),
these microbubbles exhibited more adhesion, compared to the standard, round and
stiffer microbubbles, both in vitro and in vivo (Rychak et al. 2006b).

Contrast agent adhesion under shear stress
The adhesion behavior of ultrasound contrast agents in relation to different wall
shear stress conditions has been studied in vitro and in animals extensively for mi
crobubbles (Demos et al. 1998; Kaufmann et al. 2007; Klibanov et al. 1998; Klibanov
et al. 2006; Rychak et al. 2005; Rychak et al. 2006a; Rychak et al. 2006b; Takalkar et
al. 2004; Villanueva et al. 1998; Weller et al. 2002), and to a lesser extent for echo
genic liposomes (Demos et al. 1998; Hamilton et al. 2002b) and targeted perfluoro
carbon emulsions (Hall et al. 2000; Lanza et al. 1996; Marsh et al. 1999). The latter
studies were mainly focused on acoustic reflectivity enhancement rather than on
the targeting mechanism itself, e.g., on wall shear stress vs. size, deformability and
ligand density (Alkan-Onyuksel et al. 1996; Huang et al. 2002; Lanza et al. 1997;
Marsh et al. 2002b).
The ability of a contrast agent to attach to and detach from the target of interest
was studied in flow chambers (Demos et al. 1998; Hamilton et al. 2002b; Kaufmann
et al. 2007; Klibanov et al. 2006; Rychak et al. 2006a; Takalkar et al. 2004) and in
(occluded) arteries of animals (Hamilton et al. 2004; Kaufmann et al. 2007; Klibanov
et al. 2006; Lanza et al. 1996; Lindner et al. 2001; Rychak et al. 2006b). In detach
ment studies, contrast agents were first statically adhered under zero flow condi
tions and then exposed to shear stresses. In vitro attachment studies were mainly
performed under steady state (no acceleration/deceleration) flow conditions. The
rate of attachment and detachment was related to different parameters, such as
flow velocity (Hall et al. 2000; Klibanov et al. 1998; Marsh et al. 2002a), (critical)
shear rate (Rychak et al. 2005; Villanueva et al. 1998; Villanueva et al. 1997; Weller
et al. 2002; Weller et al. 2005a), and shear stress (Demos et al. 1998; Hamilton et al.
2002b; Kaufmann et al. 2007; Klibanov et al. 2006; Rychak et al. 2006a; Rychak et al.
2006b; Takalkar et al. 2004). However, of those parameters only shear stress actu
ally reflects the stresses the microbubbles are exposed to. Flow velocity and shear
rate eventually convert to shear stress if vessel diameter and fluid viscosity are
known.
Detachment studies, with microbubbles in flow chambers, showed that attachment
of targeted microbubbles to a receptor coated surface is firm after static incubation.
Once attached to the target, microbubbles can withstand wall shear stresses up to
16 Pa, but retention reduced already to 50% at 3.4 Pa (Takalkar et al. 2004). Most
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adhesion studies with microbubbles showed that targeted microbubbles are able to
adhere under steady state, but low shear stress conditions and that the adhesion
rate decreases with increasing shear stress (Kaufmann et al. 2007; Klibanov et al.
2006; Rychak et al. 2005; Rychak et al. 2006a; Rychak et al. 2006b; Takalkar et al.
2004; Weller et al. 2002). More specifically, these studies showed that adhesion was
only achieved by a low number of microbubbles (max. 10% of total microbubble
flux) at shear stresses ranging from 0.02-0.5 Pa (max. adhesion at -0 .0 7 Pa), which
is far below the normal mean value of 1.2 Pa in the human common carotid artery
(Reneman et al. 2006; Samijo et al. 1998). Only one of these studies showed in vitro
the ability of microbubbles to adhere firmly at higher shear stresses of 0.8 and 1.2
Pa under pulsatile shear stress conditions (5-second pauses of <0.05 Pa), but the
number of adhering particles was quite low (Kaufmann et al. 2007).
Studies with liposomes (smaller size than microbubbles) show a different picture. In
one detachment study, liposomes, which were first adhered to fibrin coated disks
and then placed in a flow chamber, showed detachment at wall shear stresses be
yond 1.5 Pa, with 70% retention at 1.5 Pa. Moreover, this study also showed that
pulsatile flow resulted in only a slight reduction of binding (Demos et al. 1998). A
steady state adhesion study in a flow chamber, with echogenic liposomes targeted
to fibrin, showed adhesion at a shear stress level of 1.5 Pa. Targeting of these lipo
somes was mainly effective due to multiple passes over the target and nonspecific
binding of the liposomes to each other (Hamilton et al. 2002b).

Contrast agent-receptor binding kinetics
As stated above, shear stress modulates the transport, initial attachment, and roll
ing of ultrasound contrast agents. In the few seconds that they do make contact
with the endothelium, the receptor-ligand pair involved in initial attachment must
react quickly. To realize this, they must have a high affinity for their counter
receptor and a rapid on- and a slow off-rate during rolling.
Monoclonal antibodies, such as anti-P-selectin, are often chosen as a targeting li
gand on the surface of contrast agents because of their high affinity for P-selectin.
Anti-P-selectin monoclonal antibody coated microbubbles show a low capture effi
ciency and a low (max. 5% of total microbubble flux), but firm adhesion under both
static and steady state low shear conditions (Klibanov et al. 2006; Rychak et al.
2006a; Takalkar et al. 2004; Weller et al. 2002). Adhesion of these microbubbles at
higher, more physiological shear stresses (>0.5 Pa) has not been studied so far.
Compared to anti-P-selectin monoclonal antibody coated microbubbles, microbub
bles coated with Sialyl Lewis" (isolated carbohydrate structures) (Klibanov et al.
2006) and glycosulfopeptide (derived from PSGL-1) (Rychak et al. 2006a) exhibit a
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more rapid (high capture efficiency) and stronger (max. 10% of microbubble flux)
adhesion to P-selectin.
In vivo, monocyte arrest is realized through chemotactic activation of monocytes,
which increases integrin affinity and avidity (clustering) for VCAM-1 (Chan et al.
2001; Ley et al. 2007). This step cannot be realized with artificial contrast agents
and therefore, such agents require ligands with a high affinity for VCAM-1 and
ICAM-1. Monoclonal antibodies against VCAM-1 and ICAM-1 are the only type of
ligands that have been studied for in vitro and in vivo contrast agent targeting
(Demos et al. 1999; Hamilton et al. 2004; Kaufmann et al. 2007; Villanueva et al.
1998; Weller et al. 2002; Weller et al. 2005a). In vitro targeting studies, with only
these antibodies on the microbubble surface, demonstrate adhesion under static
(Lankford et al. 2006), and low and pulsatile shear stress conditions (Kaufmann et al.
2007). However, considering the low adhesion efficiency of anti VCAM-1 coated
microbubbles demonstrated in vitro, it remains unclear how these microbubbles are
able to attach in sufficiently high density to the aortic arch of mice (Kaufmann et al.
2007) during considerably high mean (8.8 Pa (Greve et al. 2006)) and even higher
peak shear stresses. In vitro and animal studies demonstrated that anti-P-selectin
ligands or incorporation of multiple types of ligands (e.g., directed to both P-selectin
and ICAM-1) is needed to achieve reduced rolling and increased firm attachment of
microbubbles to the target site (Dayton and Rychak 2007; Eniola et al. 2003; Rychak
et al. 2006a; Weller et al. 2005a; Wickline et al. 2007). Moreover, in vitro and animal
studies showed that the adhesion rate of targeted contrast agents increases with
increasing ligand surface density (Klibanov et al. 1997; Klibanov et al. 1998; Klibanov
et al. 2006; Rychak et al. 2006b; Takalkar et al. 2004; Weller et al. 2002; Weller et al.
2005a) and target molecule density (Kaufmann et al. 2007; Weller et al. 2005a).

Current state of the art
In summary, various studies, both in vitro and in vivo, have shown that sufficient
adhesion of ultrasound contrast agents to the endothelium in large arteries under
physiological conditions is difficult to achieve. Most detachment studies with con
trast agents were performed after static incubation, and those studying attachment
of contrast agents were performed under low shear stress conditions. In animal
models, contrast agents showed a short circulation time, because they were large,
stiff and did not contain suitable shell membrane components. In vitro, stiff-shelled
agents exhibited low capture and weak firm adhesion efficiency at low shear
stresses. Changing to deformable agents, to multiple contrast agent surface ligands,
or to pulsatile flow improved adhesion, but the improvements were still limited.
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In small rodents the adherence requirements for ultrasound contrast agents are
even more demanding, since wall shear stress is substantially higher in small ani
mals than in humans (Cheng et al. 2007; Greve et al. 2006; Reneman et al. 2006).

Alternative approaches
Considering the difficulties encountered with artificial contrast agents, a possible
alternative for targeted artificial contrast agents may be provided by circulatory
cells, like leukocytes. Leukocytes are naturally equipped to adhere selectively to
activated endothelium and to resist physiological shear stresses in large- and mid
dle-sized arteries. During early plaque development they roll in and adhere to in
flammatory regions, especially in hemodynamically favorable areas (recirculation
combined with low shear stress), where adhesion molecules like ICAM-1, P-selectin
and VCAM-1 are upregulated at the endothelial cell surface. Furthermore, leuko
cytes are able to deform when they are exposed to high shear stress conditions,
which is shown, with microbubbles, to enhance adhesion rate experimentally
(Rychak et al. 2006b). Leukocytes can contribute to targeted molecular imaging by
serving as a vehicle after labeling the activated cells with ultrasound contrast agents
(Christiansen et al. 1994; Kornmann et al. 2008; Lindner 2001; Lindner et al. 2000a;
Lindner et al. 2000b). Leukocytes are known to take up pathogens and foreign ma
terial, such as perfluorocarbon emulsions (Smith et al. 1994) and microbubbles
(Lindner et al. 2000b).
Indeed, studies have confirmed enhanced echogenicity of leukocytes after uptake of
echogenic material (Kornmann et al. 2008; Lindner 2001). Furthermore, in vitro
perfluorohexane loaded macrophages maintain their functional adhesive properties
under stationary, no shear conditions. In this light, leukocytes may have increased
potential to be used as a targeted ultrasound contrast agent (Kornmann et al. 2008),
but their usefulness as such an agent has still to be studied in an animal model of
arterial inflammation, under physiological shear stress conditions. A complicating
factor might be the larger size and loss of deformability of leukocytes loaded with
echogenic material, which may have consequences for the blood flow at the microcirculatory level and may lead to increased sensitivity to shear stress. Moreover, this
approach may not easily be translated into clinical routine, because ex-vivo isolation
and labeling of blood leukocytes can be cumbersome and time consuming. How
ever, for several years ex-vivo radio-labeled leukocytes are used clinically for scinti
graphic imaging of inflammatory and infectious processes in humans (Basu et al.
2009; Van Hemert et al. 2009). Alternatively one might consider imaging of vasa
vasorum by means of ultrasound contrast agents to identify the atherosclerotic
plaque at risk (Vicenzini et al. 2007). Such studies are of importance, because it is
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still incompletely understood whether enhanced vascularization of the plaque con
tributes to its instability.

Conclusion
The past decade has provided many insights into targeting of ultrasound contrast
agents. Despite high expectations, targeting with ultrasound contrast agents of
atherosclerosis in large human arteries is still difficult to achieve. Targeting to acti
vated endothelium at atherosclerosis prone sites (at branch points and in bends)
requires ultrasound contrast agents that are able to attach, roll and finally firmly
adhere to the wall during oscillating shear stress to achieve sufficient accumulation
and ultrasound imaging enhancement. Notably, the adherence requirements for
ultrasound contrast agents in small rodents are even more severe since wall shear
stress is substantially higher in small animals than in humans (Cheng et al. 2007;
Greve et al. 2006; Reneman et al. 2006).
Still, ultrasound is a promising modality for non-invasive imaging of the activated
endothelium, therefore, new strategies for ultrasound molecular imaging of arterial
walls under physiological shear stress conditions need to be developed.
An important aim for future studies should be the development of ultrasound con
trast agents with adhesive properties similar to those of leukocytes, which naturally
and selectively adhere to atherosclerosis prone sites.
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Abstract
Quantitative targeted ultrasound contrast imaging demands for contrast agents
with a small monodisperse size and a high coverage of specific ligands for effective
adhesion under physiological shear stress conditions. However, the particles should
also be large enough to generate sufficient ultrasound reflection. Standard per
fluorocarbon emulsions do not satisfy both requirements (adhesion and echogenic
ity). Therefore, we decided to develop a membrane emulsification technique to
produce echogenic monodisperse perfluorohexane emulsions able to carry specific
ligands for adhesion to the artery wall. In this work, we demonstrate that mem
brane emulsification is an excellent tool to create strictly monodisperse echogenic
perfluorohexane emulsions with a preset droplet size. Perfluorohexane is emulsified
in water using photolithographic microsieves. An ultrasound experiment demon
strates that the perfluorohexane emulsions clearly enhance echogenicity. The
acoustic enhancement varies with droplet size and surface coverage. The emulsions,
with a biotinylated fluoro-surfactant, are able to bind avidine coated S i0 2 particles.
This proves that these emulsions show a very promising potential to act as key spe
cies in the field of selective targeting, which can provide novel insights into the
development and early detection of important vascular diseases, e.g., atherosclero
sis.
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Introduction
Selective imaging of a molecular target (molecular imaging) can provide novel in
sights into the development and early detection of important diseases, e.g., athero
sclerosis. Quantitative ultrasound contrast imaging of the presence and coverage of
adhesion molecules on the endothelium requires dispersed contrast agents with a
precisely defined droplet size, small enough to reach and attach to the arterial wall
and large enough to induce sufficient enhancement of echogenicity. Molecular
ultrasound imaging requires echogenic contrast agents carrying specific targeting
ligands on their surface, such as liposomes (Alkan-Onyuksel et al. 1996; Demos et al.
1997), microbubbles (Klibanov et al. 1997; Lindner et al. 2000; Villanueva et al.
1998), or perfluorocarbon nanoparticles (Lanza et al. 1997; Lanza et al. 1996). Lipo
somes (diameter <1 |im) (Pozharski et al. 2001) are normally not echogenic, but for
ultrasound application echogenicity can be created by either trapping air inside the
lipid bilayers during lyophilization (Huang et al. 2002) or by a multilamilar structure
(Alkan-Onyuksel et al. 1996; Huang et al. 2002). Microbubbles (diameter ~3 |im),
albeit highly echogenic (de Jong et al. 2002), have a shorter life-time as compared to
perfluorocarbon submicron particles (-0 .3 urn in diameter) due to their reduced
stability. In blood, perfluorocarbon emulsions are less echogenic than gas-filled
microbubbles (Hughes et al. 2005) However, when bound to the surface of a tissue
cell, these emulsions are detectable due to a local acoustic impedance mismatch
and accumulation (Lanza et al. 1996).
Conventional methods for producing perfluorocarbon emulsions utilize techniques
like sonication and high pressure homogenization. A disadvantage of these methods
is that the mixture contains by-products like gas bubbles and liposomes (Cornelus et
al. 1993; Couture et al. 2006a; De Vleeschauwer and Van der Meeren 1998), which
can be removed with centrifugation (Couture et al. 2006a; De Vleeschauwer and
Van der Meeren 1998). Standard perfluorocarbon emulsions exhibit a broad size
distribution (Couture et al. 2006a; De Vleeschauwer and Van der Meeren 1998),
prohibiting conversion from observed intensity distribution to adhesion site cover
age. Moreover, echogenicity is limited because of the small average droplet diame
ter in the order of 0.3 urn.
In vivo quantitative imaging with ultrasound contrast agents involves a complex
interplay between bioavailability and selectivity towards target sites in relation to
local wall shear stress on one hand (Takalkar et al. 2004; Weller et al. 2005), and
acoustic properties as well as coverage of the contrast agent with implications for
ultrasound reflectivity on the other hand (Couture et al. 2007; Dayton and Rychak
2007; Marsh et al. 2007). Reflectivity enhancement after binding is not only gov
erned by the acoustic properties of ultrasound contrast agent and its diameter (de
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Jong et al. 1991), but also by the amount of contrast agent accumulated at the site
of interest (Couture et al. 2006b; Lanza et al. 1998).
This paper reports a method for the production of monodisperse perfluorohexane
emulsions with a predetermined size (4 and 12 |im). At a first stage, we developed a
membrane emulsification technique to produce monodisperse perfluorohexane
emulsions with a standard surfactant and assessed their echogenicity. Subse
quently, we exchanged the standard surfactant by a biotinylated fluoro-surfactant
(BFS) and attached avidin coated silica (S i0 2) particles to demonstrate that the
emulsion indeed is able to carry ligands.

Materials and Methods
Materials
Pentadecafluorooctanoyl chloride (C7F15COCI), dodecyl benzene sulfonic acid so
dium salt (SDBS) and avidin were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany),
Fluorescein-conjugated biotin by Molecular Probes (Leiden, The Netherlands), aBiotin-u-hydroxy polyethylene glycol) with a molecular weight of 3000 Da was
obtained from Iris Biotech (Marktredwitz, Germany). An aqueous dispersion of
avidin coated S i0 2 particles (average diameter of 1.5 \im) was obtained from G.
Kisker (Steinfurt, Germany). These materials were used without further purification.
Perfluorohexane was obtained from Fluorochem (Derbyshire, Great Britain) and was
purified over an alumina column prior to use. Photolithographic membranes were
purchased from Nanomi BV (Oldenzaal, The Netherlands). The membranes used
were photolithographic microsieves, consisting of silicon with a silica toplayer.
These membranes show a very high uniformity in pore size and shape. In this study,
membranes with pores of 1.8 urn and 4 nm were used. These membranes do not
require shear flow for droplet formation, resulting in a constant droplet size distri
bution independent of the velocity of the aqueous phase.

Membrane emulsification
An aqueous phase, containing demineralized water and SDBS as surfactant, was
circulated through the membrane module. After complete wetting of the mem
brane surface, perfluorohexane was pressed through the membrane into the aque
ous phase by applying a pressure of 20 kPa using nitrogen, see Fig. 1. The emulsifi
cation was continued until an emulsion of 5wt% perfluorohexane was obtained.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the membrane emulsification setup.

Droplet size distribution analysis
The evolution of the droplet size distributions was observed with an optical micro
scope (Axioplan 2 imaging, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany), equipped with a digi
tal camera (AxioCam Color, Type 412-312). Size distributions were obtained from
these images by a proprietary routine written in Matlab R2006b (The Mathworks,
Natick, MA, USA) and ImageJ (Abramoff et al. 2004). The size distribution was
measured immediately after emulsification. The image analysis procedure consisted
of the following steps. First, the background was subtracted. The resulting image
was binarized using a luminance threshold. The droplets were separated from the
noise by filtering for a luminance maximum within the droplets. Further processing
steps involved separation of connecting droplets and filtering out objects with a
circularity ratio below 0.8. From the resulting images, the droplet areas were meas
ured. Statistical analysis of the data provided the mean and standard deviation for
the droplet diameter distribution. Each distribution was based on the measurement
of at least 5 x l0 3 droplets. Emulsion stability was investigated by storing a sample of
10mL of emulsion and measuring droplet size distributions with intervals of 10 days
over a period of 30 days.
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Echogenicity
300 mL of agar solution (1% w/v) were poured in a plastic container, casted into the
desired form with a mould to obtain multiple circular wells (volume -1 5 0 JJ.L, bot
tom surface area 0.196 cm2) and cured at room temperature (Fig. 2). After infusing
perfluorohexane droplets (4 and 12 |im in diameter dissolved in 150 (iL phosphate
buffer) into the agar wells, they were allowed to settle randomly on the well bottom
surface with a surface coverage of 50, 25, 12.5 and 6.25% as determined by the
infused quantity. A 40 mm 7.5 MHz linear array transducer (Picus, Esaote Maas
tricht, the Netherlands), with a focal beam size of 1.3mm, was suspended in phos
phate buffer solution, with the focal point set at 20 mm positioned at the bottom of
the wells (buffer solution-agar interface). The plastic head of a pin served as ultra
sound reflection reference. The pin was inserted between the wells at well-bottom
level, allowing paired acquisition of reflectivity. B-mode recordings were taken at 3
different cross-sections (A, B, C) through the wells. The maximum of the echo signal
envelope was determined at 9 positions (equally spaced at 0.3 mm increments) per
cross-section per well, yielding 27 data points per well in total. The reflectivity ratio
was defined and calculated as the mean echo level of the respective perfluorohex
ane emulsion layer divided by the mean echo level of the reference reflector within
the same recording. The measurement was repeated twice.

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the ultrasound reflectivity measurement setup in (a) side view, (b) top
view. Simultaneous recordings were made at three different cross-sections (A, B and C). PBS is phosphate

buffer saline.
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Surfactant exchange
A biotinylated fluoro-surfactant (BFS, see Fig. 3, 3) was produced based on the
method proposed by Peng et al (Peng and Hsu 2001). To allow targeting of PFH
emulsions, a-Biotin-w-hydroxy poly(ethylene glycol) (MW = 3000 Da) was used in
stead of poly(ethylene glycol).. The effectiveness of coupling pentadecafluorooctanoyl chloride and ct-Biotin-w-hydroxy poly(ethylene glycol), see Fig. 3 (1 and 2),
was verified by *H NMR (300 MHz, CDCI3). The yield was calculated to be 83%. 50
mg of BFS was added to 4 mL of emulsion. The emulsion was stored at 279 K for 3
hours to allow exchange of surfactant at the droplet surface. Afterwards, 3 mL of
supernatant, containing free BFS and SDBS, was removed and the emulsion was
diluted again to 4 mL with demineralized water. Supernatant removal and dilution
sequence was repeated three times. For fluorescence microscopy, perfluorohexane
emulsions were incubated with avidin for 10 minutes, subsequently washed and
incubated for 10 minutes with fluorescein-conjugated biotin. After washing, sam
ples were analyzed under a microscope (Eclipse E800, Nikon) using a 60x objective
lens.
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Figure 3. Reaction scheme for the synthesis of the biotinylated fluoro-surfactant (3) by coupling pentadecafluorooctanoyl chloride (1) and a-Biotin-w-hydroxy polyfethylene glycol) (2).
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Attachment to avidin coated Si02 particles
25 \ig of an aqueous dispersion (156 |ig/mL) of avidin coated S i0 2 particles (average
diameter of 1.5 \im) were added to 4 mL of the biotinylated perfluorohexane emul
sion. The sample was incubated for 1 hour and analyzed under a microscope (Axioplan 2 imaging, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany), equipped with a digital camera
(AxioCam Color, Type 412-312).

Results and discussion
Membrane emulsification
To overcome the limitations of the conventional methods for perfluorohexane
emulsification, we developed a membrane emulsification technique, as illustrated in
Fig. 1, to produce monodisperse perfluorocarbon emulsions. The main advantage of
this technique is that the size of the resulting droplets can easily be chosen by se
lecting the pore size of the membrane. The membranes used were photolitho
graphic microsieves (Veldhuis et al. 2009). The diameter of the membrane pores
was 1.8 |im for membrane 1 and 4 |im for membrane 2. The emulsion produced
with a membrane with a pore size of 1.8 ^m (see Fig. 4) had an average droplet
diameter of 4.4 ± 0.2 urn and the membrane with a pore size of 4 urn yielded an
average droplet diameter of 11.9 ± 0.4 ^m (Fig. 5). Both emulsions appeared to be
very stable. After 30 days of storage the distribution changed slightly to 4.4 ± 0.3
|am and 12.0 ± 0.5 |im for emulsion 1 and 2, respectively (see Fig. 6).
Figure 4. Microscopy image

showing
perfluorohexane
droplets produced with a
membrane with a pore size of
1.8 pm, moving freely near the
water-air interface.

Water

10 |im
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Count (%)

Count (%)

Figure 5. Droplet size distribu
tions of emulsions produced
with a membrane with a pore
size of a) 1.8 pm and b) 4 pm.

Droplet size (pirn)

Droplet size (nm)

Droplet size (nm)

Figure 6. Emulsion size distri

butions as function of storage
time for emulsions produced
with a membrane with a pore
size of a) 1.8 pm and b) 4 pm.
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To evaluate the stability of the PFH droplets in vitro, 1 mL of emulsion containing
11.9 ± 0.4 nm droplets (20 wt% in water) was added to 5 mL fetal bovine serum
(FBS). The sample was kept at 37°C. After 21 days, the droplet size distribution
changed to 11.9 + 0.5 tim, proving that the PFH emulsions maintain their stability in
FBS.

Echogenicity
An ultrasound experiment was performed to determine the acoustic reflectivity of
the emulsions. The perfluorohexane emulsions exhibited clear echogenicity (Fig. 7).
The acoustic reflectivity loss (with respect to a perfectly hard reflector) varied with
droplet size (diameter) and surface coverage. A monolayer of 12 urn droplets with
50% coverage exhibited a similar reflectivity level as the reference (ratio 0.91).
Within the range of 6.25-50%, surface coverage had more impact on the reflectivity
of the 12 |im droplet monolayer than on the reflectivity of the 4 urn layer. This
might be explained by the fact that at high coverages, perfluorohexane droplets
cannot be considered as independent scatterers. This was also observed by Couture
et al. for polydisperse PFH samples (Couture et al. 2006a). Despite the effect of
surface coverage on reflectivity, the above observations demonstrate that, at least
in a phantom setting, emulsions of monodisperse 4 and 12 [im sized perfluorohex
ane droplets can be used as a contrast agent for ultrasound.

Figure
7.
Perfluorohexane
emulsion reflectivity (normal
ized to reference amplitude) as
a function of surface coverage
and droplet size for 4 pm (♦)
and 12 pm (■ ) droplets.

Surface coverage (%)
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Exchange of surfactant
To validate whether perfluorohexane emulsions are able to carry ligands, necessary
for selective targeting, we replaced the SDBS surfactant with a biotinylated fluorosurfactant, see Fig. 3, 3. The SDBS surfactant that covers the droplet surface is nec
essary for proper emulsification, but is not suitable for targeting purposes. The BFS
on the other hand does not have the interfacial tension properties required for
membrane emulsification. Removal of free BFS after SDBS exchange is important to
prevent it from occupying active sites during future targeting experiments.
To validate the interfacial activity of the synthesized BFS, the surface tension of
aqueous BFS solutions was measured as a function of concentration. Fig. 8 dem on
strates that the BFS is surface active. Note that no critical micelle concentration
could be determined for BFS concentrations up to 10 mM.
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Figure 8. Surface tension titration curve for the biotinylated fluoro-surfactant (BFS) in water.

Finally, we evaluated the surfactant exchange process with fluorescent biotin mole
cules. Emulsion binding to the fluorescent biotin molecules was mediated by avidin
bridging. Avidin, containing 4 biotin binding sites, binds to both the fluorescent
biotin molecules and the selective end groups of the biotinylated fluorosurfactant.
Fluorescent microscopy of perfluorohexane emulsions showed fluorescence inten
sity (green) at the surface of the droplet, which indicated that the BFS had success
fully adsorbed at the droplet surface (Fig. 9b).
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Figure 9. a) Microscopy image of a perfluorohexane emulsion coated with biotinylated fluoro-surfactant.

b) Labeling of the emulsion with fluorescent biotin via avidin was confirmed

by fluorescence microscopy

in green.

Attachment to avidin coated Si02 particles
The next question to be answered was whether perfluorohexane emulsions are able
to carry ligands, necessary for selective targeting. Fig. 10 shows microscopy images
of a perfluorohexane emulsion produced with a membrane with a pore size of 4 urn,
resulting in 12 urn droplets (Fig. 10a), together with avidin coated S i0 2 particles (Fig.
10b). The binding of the particles to the perfluorohexane droplets was successful,
although Fig. 10c may give the impression that the particles are located within the
droplets. The S i0 2 particles were sliding over the surface towards the lower part of
the droplets due to gravity (Fig. lOe). For droplets moving freely in the field of view
of the microscope, movement of the particle over the outside of the surface could
clearly be observed. An interesting case appeared when an avidin coated S i0 2 parti
cle was able to bind to two different droplets. Due to the opposing forces of both
droplets on the S i0 2 particle, the particle was trapped (Fig. lOd, lOe).
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Figure 10. Microscopy images
of a) perfluorohexane emul
sion, b) avidin coated Si02
particles, c) avidin coated Si02
particles bound to a perfluoro
hexane emulsion d) an avidin
coated Si02 particle trapped
between 2 different emulsions,
e) Illustration of the optical
artifacts.
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Conclusions and outlook
In spite of improvements in molecular ultrasound contrast imaging in the microcir
culation, imaging of activated endothelium of large and middle-sized arteries is still
difficult to achieve. The work presented in this paper demonstrates that membrane
emulsification is an excellent tool to create strictly monodisperse perfluorohexane
emulsions with a preset size. In this study we opted for droplet diameters of 4 and
12 micrometer to illustrate the production principles. The ability to produce well
defined emulsions of different sizes will make it possible to explore the optimal
emulsion droplet size for quantitative imaging in relation to shear stress and echo
genicity. For targeted imaging in vivo under physiological shear stress conditions
PFH droplets should have a small size to avoid lung entrapment and decrease their
sensitivity for shear stress. One should realize that besides size, deformability is also
of importance when considering the passage through lung capillaries. However, the
droplets should be large enough to attain sufficient echogenicity and they should
have a high coverage of specific ligands for effective adhesion to for example the
artery wall. The ultrasound experiments demonstrate that the newly developed
perfluorohexane emulsions exhibit the anticipated echogenic behavior. Further
investigations are required to get more insight into the relationship between echo
genicity and the local concentration and size of adhered ultrasound contrast agents
in vivo. Furthermore, the synthesized biotinylated fluoro-surfactant is able to bind
the emulsion droplets to avidine coated S i0 2 particles, proving that these emulsions
are very promising in the field of selective molecular targeting. To rate our findings
at their true value, experiments in a physiological shear stress model of arterial
inflammation are required.
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Abstract
We investigated in vitro the potential of macrophages to act as targeted vehicle for
ultrasound molecular imaging.
Murine bone marrow derived macrophages (BMM), incubated for 3h with different
concentrations of perfluorohexane (PFH) emulsions, were monitored by micros
copy, flow cytometry, and ultrasound. Effects of PFH loading on BMM adhesion
molecule (PSGL-1, VLA-4, Mac-1, LFA-1) expression were analyzed by flow cytome
try. Static adhesion of PFH loaded BMM to unstimulated and TNF-a stimulated
b.End5 endothelial cells was assessed by microscopy.
Incubation of BMM with PFH emulsions resulted in dose-dependent uptake as well
as increased echogenicity (max. 17 dB). Flow cytometry analyses revealed no downregulation related to PFH loading of BMM adhesion molecule expression. Endothe
lial adhesion remained functional, even after 24 hours, although PFH loading dosedependently attenuated static adhesion.
PFH loaded BMM may potentially serve as ultrasound contrast agent for non
invasive detection of atherogenic hotspots in arteries.

PERFLUO ROH EXANE-LOADED M ACROPHAGES: A FEASIBILITY STUDY

Introduction
Atherosclerosis is a slowly progressing, multifactorial inflammatory disease of the
large and middle-sized arteries. It involves leukocyte recruitment, accumulation of
lipids, foam cell formation in the intima and changes in extracellular matrix of arte
rial walls (Hansson 2005). One of the first steps in the development of atherosclero
sis is the up-regulation of adhesion molecules as P-/E-selectin, vascular adhesion
molecule-1 (VCAM-1) and intracellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) on activated
endothelial cells (EC). This up-regulation of endothelial adhesion molecules subse
quently mediates initial attachment and restrained rolling of monocytes to the acti
vated endothelium via the monocyte adhesion molecules P-selectin glycoprotein
ligand-1 (PSGL-1), very late antigens-4 (VLA-4), macrophage antigen complex-1
(Mac-1) and lymphocyte function-associated antigen-1 (LFA-1) (Gerszten et al. 1998;
Huo et al. 2000; Ley et al. 2007). Rolling monocytes are exposed to and activated by
chemoattractants released by activated EC and this results in firm adherence and
ultimately diapedesis of monocytes through the endothelium into the vessel wall
(Chan et al. 2001; Ley et al. 2007).
Non-invasive monitoring of atherogenic hotspots on the arterial wall can be per
formed by molecular imaging. Currently, molecular imaging utilizes artificial con
trast agents carrying specific adhesion molecules (e.g., antibodies) on their surface,
facilitating binding to activated endothelium. Successful targeting requires accumu
lation of the contrast agent at the targeted site. Therefore, contrast agents require
specific properties, such as a long circulating half-life, a sensitive and selective bind
ing capacity to the target site of interest, a resistance to shear stress after binding
and a long residence time at the target site. Several targeted ultrasound contrast
agents have been described in literature, such as echogenic liposomes (AlkanOnyuksel et al. 1996; Huang et al. 2002), microbubbles (Klibanov 2006; Klibanov et
al. 1997), and perfluorocarbon nanoparticles (Lanza et al. 1996; Wickline et al.
2002). Until now, most of these targeted ultrasound contrast agents encounter
problems in half-life time, sensitivity and binding selectivity to the target site.
Moreover, in vivo adherence in large and middle-sized arteries under physiological
shear stress circumstances is low.
An alternative to the use of artificial contrast agents is provided by monocytes.
Monocytes/macrophages are naturally equipped to adhere selectively to the acti
vated endothelium and to resist physiological shear stresses in large and middlesized arteries. Furthermore, macrophages are known to take up pathogens and
foreign material, such as perfluorocarbon emulsions (Smith et al. 1994). Perfluoro
carbon emulsions are attractive as acoustic contrast agents because of their favor
able properties. Perfluorohexane (PFH) emulsions, for example, have an acoustic
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impedance ranging from -0 .9 MRayl (at 20°C) to -0 .8 MRayl (at 37°C), which is
considerably less than that of blood (1.5 MRayl) (Marsh et al. 2002). A higher rela
tive difference in acoustic impedances favors a higher reflectivity at acoustic inter
faces. Perfluorocarbon emulsions have no known toxic side effects, and are eventu
ally removed from the system, mainly by expiration (Flaim 1994). In the present
study the beneficial properties of PFH emulsions and macrophages were combined
to generate an ultrasound contrast agent for molecular imaging of early atheroscle
rosis. We studied the feasibility of generating PFH emulsion loaded macrophages
and investigated whether these cells show sufficient echogenicity to be detected by
ultrasound and maintain their adhesive properties. Specifically, we considered the
relations between (1) PFH uptake and echogenicity, (2) PFH uptake and effects on
BMM adhesion molecules PSGL-1, VLA-4, Mac-1, and LFA-1, and (3) PFH uptake and
static adhesion properties of macrophages to EC, directly after PFH loading and
after 24 hours.

Materials and Methods
Materials
Perfluorohexane (CeF14), cholesterol, Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM),
2-mercaptoethanol and phosphate buffer saline (PBS) were supplied by SigmaAldrich (Steinheim, Germany). L-a-Phosphatidylcholine, 1,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-Glycero3-Phosphoethanolamine and Lissamine Rhodamine PE were purchased from Avanti
Polar Lipids (Alabaster, Al, USA). Phycoerythrin (PE)-labeled PSGL-1, PE-labeled Mac1, Fluorescein isothiocynatae (FITC)-labeled LFA-1, and FITC-iabeled F4/80 were
obtained from BD Biosciences (Erembodegem, Belgium) and PE-labeled VLA-4 from
Cedarlane (Burlington, Ontario, Canada). RPMI-1640, Glutamine, sodium pyruvate,
Penicillin, Streptomycin, L-glutamine, Hepes, Trypsin, and EDTA, were obtained
from Gibco Invitrogen (Breda, The Netherlands), heat inactivated fetal calf serum
from Bodinco B.V. (Alkmaar, The Netherlands), culture dishes and well plates from
Greiner Bio-one B.V. (Alphen aan de Rijn, The Netherlands) and tumor necrosis
factor-a (TNF-a) from PeproTech EC (London, United Kingdom).

Preparation of PFH emulsions
PFH emulsions were composed of PFH (40% v/v) and a surfactant co-mixture (0.5%,
w/v). This mixture contained 68 mol% L-a-Phosphatidylcholine, 30 mol% cholesterol
and 2 mol% l,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphoethanolam ine. To check the con
centration dependent uptake, the PFH emulsion was fluorescently labeled with 0.1
mol% of Lissamine Rhodamine PE. The surfactant co-mixture was dried by evapora
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tion at 60°C under nitrogen. The lipid film was dispersed into deionized water. Per
fluorohexane was added to the lipid suspension and the resulting solution was pre
emulsified for approximately 1 minute on a vortex and then repetitively (25 times)
extruded with an extruder device (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, Al, USA) through a
polycarbonate membrane filter (0 filter 18 mm, Whatman, 's-Hertogenbosch, the
Netherlands) with a pore diameter of 1.0 urn, at 60°C. To remove liposomes and
non-incorporated lipids the samples were washed and centrifugated at 3100 RPM
for 30 minutes. PFH emulsions were resuspended in 2 mL phosphate buffer saline
(PBS) and kept under nitrogen at 4°C until use.

Cell culture
Bone marrow derived macrophages (BMM) were obtained from C57BI6 mice ac
cording to standard procedures (Peiser et al. 2000). Cells were cultured in R10
(RPMI-1640 supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum, lOOU/ml
penicillin, lOO0g/mL streptomycin, 2mM L-glutamine, lOmM Hepes with the addi
tion of 15% L929-cell-conditioned medium (LCM) (Hume and Gordon 1983).
Mouse brain endothelioma (b.End5) cells (courtesy of Angiogenesis Laboratory,
department of Pathology, University Maastricht, the Netherlands) were cultured in
Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) containing 10% heat-inactivated fetal
calf serum, 1% glutamine, 5 nmol/l 2-mercaptoethanol, 1 mmol/l sodium pyruvate
and penicillin streptomycin at 37°C in a 5% C 0 2 incubator. All b.End5 cells were
harvested using Trypsin EDTA and PBS solution (Dirkx et al. 2006).

Loading of BMM with PFH emulsions
BMM (seeded in 6-well plates), 2 x l0 6, were incubated with 0.5, 1, 2, or 4% v/v (rhodamine-labeled) PFH emulsions for 3 hours at 37°C in a 5% C 0 2 incubator. After PFH
loading, BMM were washed with R10 to remove non-incorporated PFH emulsions
and either processed immediately, hereafter referred to as Oh BMM, or placed on
normal R10 medium for another 24 hours (24h BMM). Finally cells were washed,
collected, and centrifuged at 1200 RPM for 5 min at 4°C. The supernatants, contain
ing any residual PFH emulsions and cell debris, were removed. Cell viability was
monitored microscopically and by counting the numbers of viable cells upon har
vesting. Control (0% v/v) and loaded BMM were resuspended in R10 or PBS and
kept on ice (4°C) until further experiments.
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PFH emulsion uptake by BMM
The uptake of rhodamine-labeled PFH emulsions (0.5, 1, 2, or 4% v/v) by BMM was
determined directly after incubation by flow cytometry using a FACSCalibur (BD
Bioscience, Erembodegem, Belgium).

Ultrasound study
Three hundred mL of agar solution (1% w/v) was poured (height -2 5 mm) in a plas
tic container, casted into the desired form with a mould to obtain multiple circular
wells (volume - 1 mL, bottom surface area -1 .3 cm 2) and cured at room tem pera
ture (Fig. 1). After infusing control and PFH loaded (1, 2 and 4% v/v) BMM into the
agar wells, the cells were allowed to settle for 30 minutes on the well bottom sur
face, forming an approximate monolayer. Based on previous microscopic evaluation
of control and loaded BMM in a 6-well plate (surface area -9 .6 cm 2) the minimal
number of cells required to obtain a monolayer on the surface of the agar well is
approximately 270,000 cells. A 7.5 MHz linear array transducer (Picus, Esaote Maas
tricht, the Netherlands) was placed above the agar, suspended in PBS, with the focal
point set at the PBS-agar interface (25 mm) at the bottom of the wells. B-mode
recordings were taken at three different cross-sections through both wells (Fig. 1),
containing control BMM and PFH loaded (1, 2 and 4% v/v) BMM. Radiofrequency
(RF) signals were captured and analyzed off-line with a proprietary Matlab routine
to determine the echo amplitude of the control and loaded BMM monolayers. The
maximum of the RF signal envelope was determined at 10 positions (equally spaced
at 1.3 mm) per cross-section per well, yielding 30 data points per well in total. For
each well, the mean RF amplitude per well was calculated and used to compare
echo levels between loaded and control BMM. Acoustic reflectivity ratio was ex
pressed in dB and defined as the mean echo level of the loaded BMM divided by
that of the control BMM within the same registration.

Adhesion molecule expression
Control and loaded (1, 2, and 4% v/v) and BMM were stained for adhesion mole
cules PSGL-1, VLA-4, Mac-1, LFA-1 and macrophage marker F4/80, to study the
effect of PFH emulsion loading on the surface marker expression. BMM were sub
sequently washed and analyzed by flow cytometry using a FACSCalibur (BD Biosci
ences, Erembodegem, Belgium).
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Imaging
cross-sections

m onolayer

Figure 1. Experimental ultrasound setup. Monolayers of control (0% v/v) and loaded (1, 2 and 4% v/v)
BMM (indicated by different hatching) were deposited in wells on 1% w/v agar. A 7.5 MHz linear array
ultrasound transducer, suspended in PBS, was positioned above a pair of wells, allowing paired compari
son of reflectivity between loaded and their control cells. For each pair of wells simultaneous recordings
were made at three different cross-sections (A-C).

Static adhesion assay
The b.End5 cells were seeded in 6-well plates (750,000 cells per well) and cultured
for 2 days until they reached confluency. For activation, b.End5 cells were incubated
with 40 ng/ml TNF-a for 4 hours. Subsequently, the b.End5 cell monolayers were
washed and incubated for 30 minutes with control or loaded (1, 2 and 4% v/v) BMM
(250,000 cells per well). After 30 minutes, the medium was removed and the wells
were washed twice with DMEM to remove non-adhering BMM. In each well, adher
ing BMM were counted in three fields, along a vertical cross-section (top, middle,
and bottom), using an inverted microscope (Eclipse E800, Nikon) using a 20x objec
tive lens. Two observers (D.C. and I.M.) performed the cell counts (3 counts per well
per observer) independently. The mean count per well, based on the total of 6
counts, was used for further analysis.

Statistical analyses
All experiments were performed in triplicate and repeated. Data are presented as
mean ± standard deviation (SD), unless stated otherwise. Two-sample Student ttests were performed on ultrasound, FACS and adhesion data to detect statistical
differences in acoustic reflectivity, in adhesive molecule expression, and in cell ad
hesion, respectively. Adhesion data were expressed as percentages of the adhesion
of control BMM to unstimulated endothelial cells. To quantify the effect of PFH
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loading on static adhesion, regression analysis was performed. Calculations were
performed using Cell Quest (BD Biosciences, Erembodegem, Belgium), SPSS (SPSS
Inc Chicago, II, USA), GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software Inc, San Diego, CA, USA)
and Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) software. A p-value <0.05 (two-sided)
was considered statistically significant.

Results
PFH emulsion uptake by BMM
We evaluated PFH uptake and the viability of PFH loaded BMM. PFH loading did not
affect BMM viability as monitored by microscopy and counting of the number of
viable cells harvested (data not shown). Fluorescent microscopy of control (Fig. 2A)
and PFH loaded BMM (Fig. 2B) showed uptake of PFH emulsions with clear presence
of intracellular fluorescence (Fig. 2C) after loading. Additionally, PFH emulsion up
take was measured by flow cytometry. Analysis was performed on gated cell popu
lations to exclude small cell debris. The gate was based on the control BMM scatter
and applied to all other populations. FACS analysis of BMM revealed a dosedependent PFH emulsion (0.5, 1, 2, and 4% v/v) uptake by BMM after 3 hours of
loading (Fig. 3A and B).

Figure 2. Microscopy images of (A) control BMM and (B) BMM incubated with 1% v/v rhodaminelabeled PFH emulsions for three hours. PFH emulsions are visible as a speckle pattern within the cells.
(C) Uptake was confirmed by fluorescence microscopy. Bar represents 40 urn.
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Figure 3. Dose dependent
uptake of PFH by BMM after
three hours of incubation as
measured by flow cytometry.
(A) Histograms show a shift in
fluorescence
intensity
with
increasing PFH concentrations
(0% control black; 0.5% purple;
1 % green; 2 % red, and 4% v/v
blue). Gating was applied to
exclude small cell debris. (B)
Quantitative analysis of the
histograms (n=3) shows an
increase in geo mean which is
consistently with PFH concen
tration. Bars represent mean ±
SD.
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Ultrasound study
To investigate the effect on echogenicity, BMM were incubated with different con
centrations of PFH emulsions and analyzed by B-mode ultrasonography. BMM
loaded with PFH (0, 1, 2, and 4% v/v) exhibited a dose-dependent increase in echo
genicity (Fig. 4). The acoustic reflectivity ratio significantly increased, ranging from
5.611.5 dB for 1% v/v to 17.7+1.7 dB for 4% v/v PFH loaded BMM. A similar pattern
was found after 24 hours (data not shown).

Figure 4. Acoustic reflectivity ratio of control vs loaded BMM (paired wells) as function of PFH loading
(1, 2 and 4 % v/v) indicates a dose dependent gain in echogenicity. * p<0.05, loaded BMM versus their
own controls (n=3). Bars represent mean ± SD.

Adhesion molecule expression
The interaction of macrophages with the vessel wall depends on the presence of
adhesion molecules on the surface of the macrophages. Therefore, the effects of
PFH loading on the expression of several adhesion molecules were measured by
flow cytometry directly (Oh) after PFH incubation and 24 hours later (24h). Analysis
was performed on gated cell populations to exclude small cell debris (see previous).
Results revealed no significant changes in BMM cell morphology and composition
due to PFH loading. More importantly, PFH loading had also no effect on the ex
pression levels of the BMM adhesion molecules PSGL-1, VLA-4, Mac-1 and LFA-1
(Fig. 5) and the general macrophage marker F4/80 (data not shown).
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Figure 5. Flow cytometry histograms of BMM adhesion molecule expression, directly after PFH loading
(Oh) and 24 hours after loading (24h). Gating was applied to exclude small cell debris. Histograms show
comparable shifts for both control (0%, black) and 1% (green), 2 % (red), and 4% v/v (blue) loaded BMM.
Unstained control BMM are indicated by grey shading. Control BMM of the Oh study acted as reference
for the 24h study.

Static adhesion assay
Adhesion of control and PFH loaded BMM to endothelial b.End5 cells was measured
directly after PFH loading (Oh) and after 24 hours (24h) (Fig. 6A and B). The b.End5
cells were stimulated with TNF-a to enhance expression of VCAM-1, P-selectin and
E-selectin. Averaged over all loading concentrations (0-4% v/v), TNF-a stimulation
significantly enhanced the relative adhesion of BMM both directly (26%; p<0.001),
and 24h (17%; p<0.001) after loading. In the Oh assay, TNF-a stimulation increased
the number of adhering BMM from 135 + 8 to 182 ± 39 for control (0% v/v), and
from 115 ± 3 to 155 ± 47 for 4% v/v PFH loaded BMM. The same trend was observed
for the adhesion of BMM 24h after loading (from 220 ± 15 to 278 ± 11 for control,
and from 219 ± 26 to 236 ± 47 for 4% PFH loaded BMM). As shown in Figure 6, rela
tive adhesion of PFH loaded BMM to unstimulated EC was not affected (p=0.07 for
Oh, and p=0.97 for 24h). Relative adhesion to stimulated EC dose-dependently de
creased with increased PFH loading for the Oh BMM (p=0.03), but not for the 24h
BMM (p=0.09). Overall, the adhesion trends between unstimulated and stimulated
EC were not statistically different for both Oh (p=0.25) and 24h (p=0.14) BMM.
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PFH emulsion loading (v/v %)
B

PFH emulsion loading (v/v %)
Figure 6. Relative adhesion of BMM to bEnd5 cells. (A) Directly after PFH loading BMM exhibited adhe
sion to unstimulated b.End5 cells. TNF-a stimulation of the endothelial cells enhanced adhesion by 26%
(p<0.001, averaged over 0-4% v/v). PFH loading did not affect BMM adhesion to unstimulated b.EndS
cells (solid line; p=0.07 for trend), while adhesion to stimulated b.End5 cells significantly decreased with
increased loading (dotted line; p=0.03 for trend). Slopes of both trends were not significantly different
(p=0.25). (B) After 24 hours, PFH loaded (0%, 2% and 4% v/v) BMM exhibited adhesion to unstimulated
b.End5 cells. TNF-a stimulation enhanced adhesion by 17% (p<0.001). PFH loading did not affect BMM
adhesion to unstimulated (solid line; p=0.09 for trend) and stimulated b.End5 cells (dashed line; p=0.97
for trend). Slopes of both trends were not significantly different (p=0.14). Triangles ( A ) represent the
mean count of adhering BMM per well to unstimulated (-TNF-a) b.End5 cells. Circles (0) represent the
mean count of adhering BMM per well to stimulated (+TNF-a) b.End5 cells. All data are presented
relative to the adhesion of control (0% v/v) BMM to unstimulated b.EndS cells.
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Discussion
The present study was performed to investigate the potential of monocytes to act
as a targeted vehicle for ultrasound contrast agents. We used primary bone marrow
derived macrophages and an endothelial cell line as a first in vitro model to mimic
monocyte PFH emulsion uptake, echogenicity, and adhesion potential to the endo
thelium. The findings of the present study demonstrate that at least in an in vitro
setting PFH loaded macrophages can be used as a contrast agent for ultrasound. We
show that the uptake of PFH emulsions by BMM is dose-dependently related to
echogenicity. Moreover, PFH loaded BMM showed functional adherence to (stimu
lated) EC, which was still effective 24 hours after loading. To the best of our knowl
edge, our study is the first to demonstrate the echogenic and adhesion potential of
PFH loaded macrophages.
Ultrasound imaging requires a high reflectivity that depends on the acoustic proper
ties of the contrast agent relative to that of its surroundings. The PFH emulsions
used in this study have a low acoustic impedance (-0 .8 MRayl at 37°C) relative to
that of blood (1.5 MRayl). Compared to other types of perfluorocarbon emulsions
they exhibit the lowest acoustic impedance. The higher the relative difference in
acoustic impedance is, the better the reflectivity will be (Marsh et al. 2002). The
observation that BMM can be effectively loaded with PFH emulsions corroborates
previous studies that observed uptake of perfluorocarbon based emulsions by
monocytes and macrophages (Hsu et al. 2003; Hsu and Peng 2001; Peng and Hsu
2001; Smith et al. 1994). New is that the reflectivity of BMM is dose dependently
related to the volume of PFH emulsions taken up by these cells, and that the loaded
cells can be readily detected with a commercially available ultrasound system. The
finding that the echogenicity of the loaded BMM is still sufficient to be detected 24
hours after incubation illustrates the feasibility of this approach in vivo, where a
longer circulation time favors accumulation of the contrast agent at the target site.
One aim of our study was to investigate the effect of PFH loading on the adhesion
properties of BMM. We observed that loaded BMM show a similar surface expres
sion of PSGL-1, VLA-4, Mac-1 and LFA-1 as control BMM. Furthermore, under sta
tionary no shear conditions, PFH loaded BMM adhere to unstimulated EC while TNFa stimulation enhances the adhesion (Dirkx et al. 2003; Gunzer et al. 2005; Reiss
and Engelhardt 1999; Reiss et al. 1998; Rohnelt et al. 1997). Our findings illustrate
that adhesion to EC remains functional, even though we observed a PFH dose de
pendent attenuation in static adhesion. Imaging in vivo involves the complex inter
play between bioavailability, sensitivity and selectivity to target sites in relation to
shear stress on the one hand (Flaim 1994; Patil et al. 2001; Rychak et al. 2006a;
Rychak et al. 2006b), and the acoustic properties and eventual density of the con
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trast agent with implications for ultrasound reflectivity on the other (Couture et al.
2007; Dayton and Rychak 2007; de Jong et al. 2002; Marsh et al. 2007). Therefore,
the results of our static adhesion assay cannot be used to derive an optimal PFH
dose for in vivo applications.
The aim of the present study was to establish a proof of principle for the use of PFH
loaded monocytes. Our findings demonstrate that PFH loaded BMM maintain their
functional adhesive properties for at least 24 hours and have a good potential to be
used as a targeted ultrasound contrast agent. To rate our findings at their true
value, experiments in a high shear stress model of arterial inflammation are re
quired.
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Abstract
In this study we investigated in mice the potential of perfluorohexane (PFH) loaded
monocytes to act as ultrasound contrast agent, focusing on echo signal enhance
ment and selective adhesion to activated endothelium.
Enhancement of blood echogenicity was evaluated with a mouse echo scanner after
jugular vein injection of PFH loaded (2 and 4% v/v) and unloaded (0%) bone marrow
macrophages (BMM). The interaction of PFH loaded (2%) and unloaded BMM with
TNF-a stimulated carotid artery endothelium after tail vein injection was assessed
by means of intravital microscopy. The diameter of the loaded and unloaded BMM
was determined in vitro and compared to that of native leukocytes.
PFH loaded and unloaded BMM had a similar diameter, but a larger one than native
leukocytes. After intravenous injection, PFH loaded BMM enhanced the echo level
of arterial blood in mice. Bolus injection via the tail vein of 2.5 million 2% v/v loaded
BMM was well tolerated by the animals. The injected BMM exhibited rolling and
adhesion behavior at the TNF-a stimulated carotid artery endothelium, similar to
native blood leukocytes. Rolling behavior was not different (p=0.33) between PFH
loaded and unloaded BMM. Similarly, there was no difference in the number of
adhering loaded and unloaded BMM (p=0.25).
Our findings demonstrate that, in vivo, perfluorohexane loaded macrophages en
hance blood echogenicity, are able to pass the pulmonary circulation and become
visible on the arterial side. Moreover, they are able to roll and adhere selectively to
activated carotid artery endothelium under physiological flow conditions.

IN V I V O P O T E N T I A L OF P E R F L U O R O H E X A N E - L O A D E D M A C R O P H A G E S

Introduction
Atherosclerosis starts with lipid accumulation in so-called hotspots at sites of endo
thelial activation. Early detection of these athero-prone sites might help to identify
people at risk for cardiovascular events like stroke and myocardial infarction. Ultra
sound molecular imaging utilizes ultrasound contrast agents that carry specific ad
hesion molecules (e.g., antibodies) on their surface, facilitating binding to such spe
cific targets as atherogenic areas on the arterial wall (Demos et al. 1999; Kaufmann
et al. 2007; Klibanov et al. 1998; Klibanov et al. 2006; Lanza et al. 1996; Villanueva et
al. 1998; Weller et al. 2002; Wickline et al. 2007). In the past decade, experimental
and clinical validation studies have shown that for the microcirculation targeted
ultrasound contrast agents, such as echogenic liposomes, microbubbles and per
fluorocarbon emulsions, do improve visualization of specific structures (Barnard et
al. 2008; Bruce et al. 2004; Chappell and Price 2006; Lindner 2002; Rovai et al.
2000). These results have led to high expectations for molecular ultrasound imaging
of activated endothelium of large and middle-sized arteries (Behm and Lindner
2006; Dayton and Rychak 2007; Lindner 2002; Lindner 2004; Rychak et al. 2007;
Zhao et al. 2007). The optimistic view emanating from many of the studies on adhe
sion properties of ultrasound contrast agents in larger arteries (Behm and Lindner
2006; Dayton and Rychak 2007; Lindner 2002; Lindner 2004; Rychak et al. 2007;
Zhao et al. 2007), however, should be interpreted with care. They were usually
performed in flow chambers studies after static incubation or under low shear
stress (0.02-0.5 Pa) conditions (Klibanov et al. 2006; Rychak et al. 2005; Rychak et al.
2006a; Takalkar et al. 2004; Weller et al. 2002). Moreover, the contrast agents used
exhibited low capture and weak adhesion efficiency even at those low shear
stresses. The application of deformable agents, multiple contrast agent surface
ligands, or intermittent flow conditions enhanced vascular adhesion in vitro and in
animals, but the magnitude of these improvements is still limited (Demos et al.
1998; Hamilton et al. 2002; Kaufmann et al. 2007; Klibanov et al. 1997; Klibanov et
al. 1998; Klibanov et al. 2006; Marsh et al. 2007; Rychak et al. 2006a; Rychak et al.
2006b; Weller et al. 2002; Weller et al. 2005). Especially in small rodents, the adher
ence requirements for ultrasound contrast agents are even more demanding than in
in vitro studies. In small animals, the mean wall shear stress in the common carotid
artery is about 8 Pa (Cheng et al. 2007; Greve et al. 2006), which is substantially
higher than the 1.2 Pa reported for humans (Reneman et al. 2006; Samijo et al.
1998).
Considering the difficulties related to adhesion encountered with artificial contrast
agents in vivo, circulatory cells like leukocytes may serve as a potential alternative.
Leukocytes, such as monocytes, are naturally equipped to adhere selectively to
activated endothelium and can resist physiological shear stresses in large- and mid
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dle-sized arteries, while adhering. Studies with noninvasive techniques like PET/CT
have demonstrated the possibility to use monocytes as a contrast agent vehicle for
in vivo imaging (Basu et al. 2009; Kircher et al. 2008; van Hemert et al. 2007). We
previously reported on the in vitro potential of monocytes to act as a targeted vehi
cle for ultrasound contrast agents (Kornmann et al. 2008). Using primary murine
bone marrow derived macrophages (BMM), we demonstrated that the echogenicity
of these cells is dose-dependently related to their perfluorohexane uptake. More
over, we showed that loaded BMM maintain their functional adhesive properties
under static conditions.
In the present pilot series of animal experiments, we aim to obtain proof of princi
ple for the applicability of perfluorohexane loaded BMM as an ultrasound contrast
agent in vivo. In vitro we study whether loaded BMM are different in diameter com
pared to blood leukocytes. We further investigate whether in mice in vivo loaded
BMMs (1) are able to pass the pulmonary circulation, (2) show sufficient ultrasound
echogenicity to allow detection in flowing blood and (3) interact with cytokine
stimulated endothelial cells of the carotid artery.

Materials
Perfluorohexane (PFH, C6F14), cholesterol, Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium
(DMEM), 2-mercaptoethanol and PBS were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany). L-a-Phosphatidylcholine and l,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-Glycero-3Phosphoethanolamine were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, Al, USA).
RPMI-1640, Glutamine, sodium pyruvate, Penicillin, Streptomycin, L-glutamine,
Hepes, Trypsin and EDTA were obtained from Gibco Invitrogen (Breda, The Nether
lands), heat inactivated fetal calf serum from Bodinco B.V. (Alkmaar, The Nether
lands), culture dishes and well plates from Greiner Bio-one B.V. (Alphen aan de Rijn,
The Netherlands). Fluorescent dye rhodamine G was purchased from Molecular
Probes (Karlsruhe, Germany) and tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) from PeproTec
(London, UK).

Preparation of PFH emulsions
The PFH emulsions were composed of PFH (40% v/v) and a surfactant co-mixture
(0.5% w/v) as previously described (Kornmann et al. 2008). This mixture contained
68 mol% L-a-Phosphatidylcholine, 30 mol% cholesterol and 2 mol% 1,2-Dipalmitoylsn-Glycero-3-Phosphoethanol-amine. The surfactant co-mixture was dried by
evaporation at 60°C under nitrogen. The lipid film was dispersed into de-ionized
water. Perfluorohexane was added to the lipid suspension and the resulting solution
was pre-emulsified for approximately 1 minute on a vortex and then repetitively (25
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times) run through an extrusion device (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, Al, USA) with
a polycarbonate membrane filter (filter size 18 mm, Whatman, 's-Hertogenbosch,
the Netherlands) with a pore diameter of 1.0 |im, at 60°C. To remove liposomes and
non-incorporated lipids the samples were washed and centrifuged at 3100 RPM for
30 minutes. PFH emulsions were resuspended in 2 mL phosphate buffer saline (PBS)
and kept under nitrogen at 4°C until use.

Cell culture
BMM were obtained from C57BI6 mice according to standard procedures (Peiser et
al. 2000). Cells were cultured in R10 (RPMI-1640 supplemented with 10% heatinactivated fetal calf serum, lOOU/ml penicillin, 100ng/mL streptomycin, 2mM Lglutamine and lOmM Hepes buffer with the addition of 15% L929-cell-conditioned
medium (LCM) (Hume and Gordon 1983).

Loading of BMM with PFH emulsions
BMMs (seeded in 6-well plates, 2 x l0 6/well) were incubated with 2% or 4% v/v PFH
emulsions for 3 hours at 37°C in a 5% C 0 2 incubator. After PFH loading, BMM were
washed with R10 to remove non-incorporated PFH emulsions, collected, and centri
fuged at 1200 RPM for 5 min at 4°C. The supernatants, containing any residual PFH
emulsions and cell debris, were removed. Cell viability was monitored microscopi
cally and by counting the number of viable cells upon harvesting.

Diameter distribution
Loaded (2% v/v PFH) and unloaded (0% v/v PFH) BMM, were dissolved in phosphate
buffer solution (PBS) and fixated in a solution of 3% paraformaldehyde (Merck VWR,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands) for 15 minutes. Fixated BMM were centrifuged at
1200 RPM for 5 min at 4°C, dissolved in PBS and added to a Petri dish well for di
ameter distribution measurements. Images were taken along a vertical line of each
Petri-dish (BMM), using a microscope (Nikon Eclipse E800, Japan) with a 20x objec
tive. Murine blood smears, stained with May-Grunwald solution and Giemsa solu
tion, were used as reference in leukocyte typing (neutrophils (N), lymphocytes (L)
and monocytes (M)) and in the determination of the diameter distributions. For
each of the above conditions, 200 cells were evaluated and measured using Image
Pro Plus (Media Cybernetics Inc., Silver Spring, MD, USA).
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Animals
Male and female C57BL/6J mice (16 to 20-week old, 20 to 30 grams) were obtained
from Charles River Laboratories (Maastricht, the Netherlands, and Sulzfeld Ger
many). Mice were fed a normal diet and were allowed to drink water ad libitum.
The experiments were approved by the institutional animal care and use committee
of Maastricht University, Maastricht, the Netherlands and the Landesamt fur Natur,
Umwelt und Verbraucherschutz Nordrhein Westfalen, Germany. Mice were anes
thetized by subcutaneous administration of a mixture of xylazine (15 mg Xylazin/kg
body weight; Ceva Sante Animale, Naaldwijk, The Netherlands) and ketamine (75
mg Nimatek/kg body weight; Eurovet, Cuijk, The Netherlands) unless stated other
wise.

Echo enhancement in blood
Pilot studies were conducted to assess BMM echo enhancement in vivo. For this
purpose, 17 mice were anesthetized, the chest was shaved, and a venous line (PE10)
was inserted into the right jugular vein. Through this catheter, 2 to 15 million of
unloaded (0% v/v) or loaded (2 or 4% v/v) BMM were administered either as a bolus
(Is) injection or by slow infusion either, manually (30s) or via a pump (300s, NE1000, ProSense BV, The Netherlands). Ultrasound imaging was performed with an
ultra-high frequency (30 MHz) mechanical sector imaging system (Vevo 770, Visual
Sonics, Toronto, Ontario, Canada). Ultrasound was transmitted in single cycle pulses
offering an axial resolution of 55 |im. The probe was placed on the chest (transmis
sion gel applied) to provide a simultaneous view of the aorta, pulmonary artery and
left ventricle. Echo gains of the system were held constant during imaging. Re
cordings were made before, during and after injection of loaded and unloaded
BMM. The total recording time was 15 minutes. Ultrasound movies were processed
off-line using ImagePro software (Media Cybernetics, Silverspring, MD, USA) to
evaluate relative blood enhancement.

BMM-endothelium interactions in vivo
Six hours before intravital fluorescence imaging, TNF-a (1 ng/mL) or PBS was in
jected intraperitoneally. After induction of anesthesia the left carotid artery bifurca
tion was surgically exposed and the exposed tissue was kept moist with PBS
throughout the experiment.
Before assessment of rolling and adhesion of the BMM, we verified the necessity of
TNF-a stimulation for leukocyte interaction with the endothelium in 12 mice, 6 mice
without TNF-a and 6 mice with TNF-a stimulation. As described by others, in
arteries leukocyte-endothelium interactions are virtually absent without cytokine
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stimulation (Abbassi et al. 1993; Bevilacqua et al. 1987; Carvalho-Tavares et al.
2000; Eriksson et al. 2000; Hickey et al. 1998; Jung and Ley 1999). Blood leukocytes
were visualized in vivo by injecting Rhodamine 6G via the lateral tail vein. After 20
minutes to allow binding of Rhodamine to leukocytes, the interaction between
leukocytes and the carotid artery endothelium was visualized in situ by means of a
Zeiss Axiotech microscope (20x water-immersion objective, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen,
Germany) with a 100W HBO mercury lamp (Osram, Eichstatt, Germany), using epiillumination. Excitation wavelength for fluorescence imaging was 526 nm. Video
images were obtained from the anterior wall of the common and the external
carotid artery and at the level of the carotid bifurcation. At each location two video
recordings of 5 seconds were acquired at a frame rate of 25Hz and saved on hard
disk.
In a subsequent series of experiments without native leukocyte labeling, both 2%
loaded and unloaded BMM were labeled ex-vivo with a fluorescent dye (Rhodamine
6G, luL, 0.02%) and washed three times with PBS. In 2 mice 2.5 million loaded (2%
v/v) and in another 2 mice unloaded BMM were injected into the lateral tail vein as
a bolus. Two minutes after injection, interactions of the BMM with the carotid ar
tery endothelium were visualized in situ by fluorescence microscopy and recorded
on video, as described above.
Video images of leukocyte and BMM interactions with the artery wall were evalu
ated off-line, using ImagePro software. The number of BMM rolling over or adhering
to the endothelium was determined per recording by two independent observers
(LK and KR). Rolling distance was defined as the distance a rolling cell covered within
the 5-second duration of the video recording and within the field of view, before
leaving the field of view or before detaching from the endothelium. Rolling velocity
was defined as the rolling distance divided by the transit time (number of frames
divided by the frame rate). Firm adhesion was defined as a cell remaining stationary
during the 5-second recording time. Cells attaching or rolling only very briefly (<2
sec) were not taken into account in the number of rolling or firmly adhering cells.
Neither were they included in the assessment of rolling distance and velocity.

Statistical analysis
Data are presented as mean+SD, unless stated otherwise. Differences in distribution
variance were tested by F-test. Two-sample, two-sided Student t-tests, assuming
unequal variance, were performed on the data to detect statistical differences, if
any, in cell diameter distributions, and BMM rolling and adhesion behavior. For
rolling and adhesion behavior, the events seen for an individual cell were consid
ered independent of those of other cells. Calculations were performed using Graph-
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Pad Prism (GraphPad Software Inc, San Diego, CA, USA) and Excel (Microsoft, Red
mond, WA, USA) software. A p-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
Cell diameter
BMM diameter was significantly larger (p<0.001) and more disperse (p<0.001) than
that of blood leukocytes (Fig. 1). There was a borderline significance difference in
average diameter (p=0.049) between 2% PFH loaded (N=200, 17.7+2.8 |im, median
17.4 nm) and unloaded BMM (N=200, 17.1+3.8 |im, median 16.6 nm), but the dis
tribution width of the loaded cells was smaller than that of the unloaded ones
(p<0.001). Overall, both loaded and unloaded BMM were larger than blood mono
cytes (N=200, 14.O il.0 (im), but distributions were overlapping in the 12-16 |itn
range.

Cell type Differential

monocytes

Size ((xm)

s'ze

Figure 1. Diameter distribution of mouse blood leukocytes (N, neutrophil; L, lymphocyte; M, monocyte)
and cultured bone marrow macrophages (BMM). Histograms show a broad diameter distribution for
both PFH loaded (2%) and unloaded (0%) BMM compared to blood leukocytes. The bracket on the x-axis
indicates the approximate diameter range of blood monocytes. N=200 cells, for each group.
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Echo enhancement in blood
Ultrasound B-mode images showed no blood echo enhancement in the pulmonary
artery after injection of unloaded BMM into the jugular vein (n=8). A notable en
hancement was observed in the pulmonary artery directly after injection of 7 million
2% (Fig. 2) and 4% PFH loaded BMM (n=3 and n=4, respectively).

Figure 2. Ultrasound images of a mouse heart before (left) and after (right) manual injection of 7 million

PFH (2% v/v) loaded BMM into the jugular vein. Right panel shows a clear enhancement (indicated with
an arrow) in the pulmonary artery (PA) compared with the aorta (Ao) and the left ventricle (LV). Data
from single observations.

Figure 3. Left: blood enhancement in PA lumen over time (relative to blood enhancement in Ao). Right:
transient increase of blood echogenicity enhancement in a carotid artery just after manual injection of
15 million of PFH (4% v/v) loaded BMM into the jugular vein. Data from single observations.

Figure 3 (left panel) shows the increase over time (initial increase of 9 dB) in blood
echogenicity enhancement in the pulmonary artery and a small, but detectable
aortic blood enhancement in the aorta (ld B peak). Injection of a large number of
4% loaded BMM caused a substantial, but transient, blood echogenicity enhance
ment of 2 dB in the common carotid artery (Fig. 3, right panel), indicating that at
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least a part of the injected BMM did pass the pulmonary circulation and arrived on
the arterial side. For this evaluation we used fast injection (1 s) of a large number (715 million) of loaded BMM via the jugular vein to achieve blood echo enhancement.
However, bolus injections or fast infusion of the loaded BMM into the jugular vein,
especially large numbers of the 4% PFH loaded ones, were not tolerated well.

BMM injection and survival
In this part of the ultrasound study, we varied the number of injected cells (2,5,7 or
15 million BMM), way of injection (manual or pump), infusion rate (1, 30 or 300
sec), and PFH loading percentage (0, 2 or 4% PFH). Jugular vein injection of loaded
and unloaded BMM was poorly tolerated by some animals (Table 1). Acute cardiac
and/or respiratory problems are likely to be the cause of death in the non-surviving
mice (10 out of 17). In some mice ECG was clearly abnormal within 10 seconds after
injection and undetectable 1-2 min later, probably due to massive pulmonary embo
lism and the development of right heart failure. The data suggest that survival is
related to the number of cells that were injected and the PFH loading percentage.

Table 1. Ultrasound study parameters and survival.
Mouse BMM Injection Infusion

[%)

m ethod

duration

Dose
[xlO 6]

Rate
Survival
Cause of
[# x l0 4/sec] tim e [min] Death

Anesthesia

[sec]

A

0

Pump

300

7

2,3

10

Sudden

Ketamin/Xylazin

B

0

Pump

300

7

2,3

14

Sudden

Ketamin/Xylazin

C

0

Pump

300

7

2,3

24h

Sacrifice

Ketamin/Xylazin

D

0

Pump

300

15

5,0

3

Sudden

Ketamin/Xylazin

E

0

Pump

300

15

5,0

5

Sudden

Ketamin/Xylazin

F

2

Pump

300

5

1,7

10

Sudden

Ketamin/Xylazin

G

2

Pump

300

5

1,7

2h

Sacrifice

Ketamin/Xylazin

H

0

Manual

1

2

200

35

Sudden

Urethane

1

0

Manual

1

2

200

36

Sudden

Urethane

J

0

Manual

1

2

200

2h42

Sacrifice

Urethane

K

4

Manual

1

2

200

36

Sudden

Urethane

L

4

Manual

1

2

200

2h36

Sacrifice

Urethane

M

4

Manual

1

2

200

1

Sacrifice

Urethane

N

4

Manual

30

7

23,3

lh22

Sacrifice

Urethane

O

4

Manual

30

7

23,3

lh37

Sacrifice

Urethane

P

4

Manual

1

15

1500

1

Sudden

Urethane

Q

4

Manual

30

15

50

12

Sudden

Urethane

Injections of bone marrow macrophages were given via the right jugular vein
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BMM-endothelium interactions in vivo

To avoid problems associated with jugular vein injection, we switched to the lateral
tail vein as site of injection. To visualize BMM-interactions with the endothelium,
2.5 million unloaded and 2% v/v loaded BMM were injected via the tail vein.The tail
vein is not only easier accessible, but also its larger distance to the lungs provides a
better dilution of the injected BMM, reducing the likelihood of lung congestion. In
all these experiments the BMM were injected as a bolus.
Intravital microscopy of carotid arteries showed that in unstimulated mice (N=6), an
average count of 1±2 adhering leukocytes (meaniSD, range 0-5) was observed (36
recordings in total, Figure 4). The low number confirms the necessity of cytokine
stimulation to enhance the incidence of rolling on and adhesion of native leukocytes
to the carotid artery wall. Indeed, in TNF-a stimulated mice (N=6; 36 recordings)
significantly more leukocytes (6±8, range 0-45) were found to adhere to the endo
thelium (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Intravital fluorescence microscopy images of the mouse carotid artery. Interactions of leuko
cytes are virtually absent in unstimulated mice (left). TNF-a stimulation effectively increases the number
of leukocytes interacting with the endothelium (right). In the right picture the left wall of the artery is
out of focus. Leukocytes are Rhodamine labeled. Scale bar = 50 nm.

Interactions of BMM with the TNF-a stimulated endothelium are illustrated in Fig
ure 5 (A and B: unloaded BMM; C: PFH loaded BMM). The trajectory could be identi
fied over the image for 21 PFH loaded and 7 unloaded BMM. There was no signifi
cant difference in the observed number of rolling cells between PFH loaded and
unloaded BMM (27 and 12, respectively; p=0.11). PFH loading had no significant
effect on the rolling velocity of BMM on the endothelium (Fig. 5D). Rolling velocity
of loaded BMM was 39+14 nm/s and for unloaded BMM 33±14 |im/s (p=0.33 for
difference). Rolling distance was 130±55 nm ar|d 114±16 ^m for loaded and
unloaded BMM, respectively (p=0.33). In addition, there was no difference in the
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number of adhering cells (8 loaded and 5 unloaded BMM, p=0.25). The total num
ber of cells attaching or only very briefly rolling during the 5-second recording was
11 for PFH loaded BMM and 13 for unloaded BMM. The observed numbers were
too low to differentiate for carotid artery region (common carotid, bifurcation, and
external carotid artery).
All animals survived and were sacrificed after imaging, indicating that the applied
dose (2.5 million for unloaded and 2% v/v loaded BMM) was tolerated by the ani
mals.

D

60

-I

0% PFH

2% PFH

Figure 5. Intravital fluorescence microscopy images (A through C) showing in situ interactions of injected

BMM in mouse carotid artery. Blood flow is from bottom to top. Image focus is limited due to continuous
movement of the artery wall. Scale bar = 50 urn. Rolling unloaded BMM (indicated by arrow) can be
traced in image A and B with the lower cell exhibiting the lowest velocity. Image C illustrates both rolling
and adhering (marked by a slash on the arrow) 2% PFH loaded BMM. Panel D shows that there was no
significant difference in rolling velocity between loaded and unloaded BMM (p=0.33). Similarly, rolling
distance was also not different (not shown). Bars represent mean±SD; number of cells tracked: n=7 for
0% PFH and n=21 for 2% PFH; 2 mice per group.
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Discussion
The present pilot study was performed to investigate in vivo in mice the potential of
monocytes to act as ultrasound contrast agent, focusing on echo signal enhance
ment and selective adhesion to the endothelium. We were able to show that intra
venously administrated perfluorohexane loaded bone marrow macrophages were
able to pass the lung circulation and enhanced arterial blood echogenicity in mice.
Most importantly, we observed that loaded macrophages exhibited rolling and
adhesion behavior at the TNF-a stimulated endothelium of the carotid artery wall,
similar to native blood leukocytes and unloaded macrophages.
Leukocytes are naturally equipped to roll and adhere selectively to activated endo
thelium and to resist physiological shear stresses in large- and middle-sized arteries.
Rolling and adhesion specifically may occur in hemodynamically favorable areas
(recirculation zones combined with low shear stress) (Bharadvaj et al. 1982a;
Bharadvaj et al. 1982b; Dai et al. 2004; Friedman et al. 1986; Reneman et al. 1985;
Rindt and Steenhoven 1996; Zarins et al. 1983), where endothelial P-selectin, ICAM1 (intracellular adhesion molecule-1), and VCAM-1 (vascular adhesion molecule-1)
are upregulated by atherogenic processes (Brooks et al. 2002; Dai et al. 2004; Malek
et al. 1999; Reneman et al. 2006; Topper et al. 1996). During early plaque develop
ment, monocytes in these recirculation zones come in contact with the vessel wall,
creating conditions for interaction. Bonds formed between endothelial selectins and
integrins, and monocyte ligands, such as platelet glycoprotein ligand-1 (PSGL-1),
very late antigens-4 (VLA-4), macrophage antigen complex-1 (Mac-1) and lympho
cyte function-associated antigen-1 (LFA-1) may result in rolling and eventually adhe
sion (Chan et al. 2001; Ley et al. 2007). Rolling of these monocytes on the endothe
lial surface is characterized by the speed with which selectin-ligand bonds form and
dissociate (i.e., high on- and off-rates, respectively), and the rolling velocity, medi
ated by the shear forces at the vessel wall (Alon et al. 1995; Marshall et al. 2003). At
a certain threshold of wall shear stress stable rolling is achieved (Lawrence et al.
1997; Ridger et al. 2008). These observations corroborate the findings in the present
study. We observed that in the mouse carotid artery both PFH loaded and unloaded
bone marrow macrophages roll on and adhere to the artery wall, supposedly
through interaction with selectins and integrins, which are expressed after TNF-a
stimulation. In a previous study, we showed that PFH labeling of bone marrow
macrophages did not affect the presence of PSGL-1 and of the integrins, VLA-4,
Mac-1 and LFA-1 on the cell surface, nor their ability to adhere to TNF-a stimulated
endothelium under stationary (no shear) conditions (Kornmann et al. 2008). The
present study extends our previous findings to in vivo conditions.
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The low number of adhering and rolling BMM observed in the present study is likely
a consequence of the protocol followed and results from the relatively large amount
of native blood cells already adhering to the stimulated wall before the BMM are
injected, occupying available adhesion sites.
Loading of macrophages with echogenic material may result in an increase in di
ameter and loss of deformability, which may have consequences for the blood flow
at the microcirculatory level and may lead to increased sensitivity to shear stress at
the wall of large arteries. A good alternative for the BMM might be isolated blood
monocytes, because they are smaller than cultured macrophages, which lowers the
chance of being captured in the lungs and may decrease the sensitivity to shear
stress. A limitation of using isolated monocytes, however, would be the number of
donor mice needed to perform an ultrasound molecular imaging study in mouse
models of atherosclerosis. Bone marrow isolation allows retrieval of a far higher
number of BMM from a single mouse. In humans, ex-vivo radio-labeled leukocytes
are in use clinically for scintigraphic imaging of inflammatory and infectious proc
esses for several years (Basu et al. 2009; van Hemert et al. 2007), where leukocytes
are obtained from the (same) patient.
The current proof of principle study clearly demonstrates that, in vivo, PFH loaded
macrophages enhance the echogenicity of circulating blood and are able to roll and
adhere selectively to stimulated carotid endothelium under physiological shear
stress conditions. Therefore, we conclude that PFH loaded monocytes may have a
potential to be used as a targeted ultrasound contrast agent. Further investigations
are required to gain more insight into the relationship between local expression of
molecular markers on endothelial surfaces and the local concentration and diame
ter of adhered ultrasound contrast agents (i.e., loaded monocytes).
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Molecular imaging of atherosclerotic processes in the carotid artery with ultrasound
involves several critical steps. In relation to the stage of the atherosclerotic process
specific adhesion molecules should be released to ensure selectivity and specificity.
The presence of the adhesion molecules is sensed by (a combination of multiple)
ligands attached to an ultrasound contrast agent. Accumulation over time will only
occur if the bond between adhesion molecules and ligands is stable and can resist
the stress exerted by the flowing blood (shear stress). Because selective accumula
tion might require some time (from hours to days), the ultrasound contrast agent
should degrade or disappear slowly. Moreover, it should not have toxic side effects.
Finally, to allow visualization the contrast agent material should exhibit a high
acoustic mismatch with its environment, i.e., blood or the endothelium.
Imaging of gradual processes at a specific location should provide an indication of
the release of specific molecules by a plaque (yes/no decision), and of the stage of
the process, grading it from early plaque development to vulnerable plaques. Ide
ally, a quantitative molecular imaging protocol should be able to identify the pres
ence and local density of released molecules as a measure of the process stage. In
addition, those molecules should act as potential binding sites. To allow conversion
from observed increase in echogenicity to the number of binding sites (quantitative
imaging), contrast agents bound to the plaque should have similar echogenicity, i.e.,
similar size and composition.
The objective of this thesis was to increase our insight into molecular imaging by
means of ultrasound contrast agents targeted to endothelial markers in large arter
ies. We concentrated on ultrasound echo enhancement in relation to size and sur
face density of the ultrasound contrast agents. With a membrane emulsification
technique we were able to produce echogenic perfluorohexane emulsions with a
preset droplet size (Chapter 4). In addition, we confirmed that the acoustic en
hancement by these perfluorohexane emulsions varied with droplet size and sur
face coverage (Chapter 4). A possible limitation of artificial contrast agents is their
poor specificity in regions exposed to physiological shear stresses. As an alternative,
we considered circulating blood cells as macrophages/monocytes loaded with an
ultrasound contrast agent, employing the inherent attraction of monocytes to
atherogenic sites. Perfluorohexane loaded bone marrow derived macrophages were
imaged both in vitro and in vivo with ultrasound and fluorescence microscopy and
applied to a mouse model of arterial wall inflammation. We demonstrated that
perfluorohexane loaded bone marrow derived macrophages are echogenic and
have the potential to adhere to activated endothelium under physiological shear
stress conditions as present in the carotid artery bifurcation (Chapter 5 and 6).
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Quantitative imaging
To be able to relate observed densities of adhered contrast agents to the stage of
the atherosclerotic process, the contrast agents should selectively adhere to athe
rogenic regions despite prevailing shear stress. Moreover, the gradual accumulation
of contrast agents should result in a notable increase in signal level (echogenicity),
while the signal increase can be related to the number of particles adhered, and,
hence, to the density of binding sites involved.
Shear stress (Chapter 2) is defined as the local viscosity times the local shear rate,
being the radial derivative of blood velocity (Reneman, 2006; Reneman, 2008; Re
neman, 2009). In straight vessels shear rate and, hence, shear stress will be maximal
at the lumen-wall interface. In the human common carotid artery wall shear stress
reaches peak values of 3-4 Pa, while the time average (mean) will be 1.2 Pa (Samijo,
1998; Dammers, 2003). However, in the atherogenic regions, e.g., at the outer curve
of the internal carotid artery bulb (opposite to the flow divider), the time average is
considerably lower and may even be close to zero (Dai, 2004). It is still impossible to
get at these locations reliable non-invasive estimates of the wall shear stress distri
butions. Detailed computer simulations, however, indicate that despite a low mean
shear stress value, the shear stress at peak systole may reach values of 1.5 Pa (Zhao,
2002 ).

In the carotid artery bifurcation, flow deviates from the main stream and re
circulates in the bulb opposite to the flow divider (Reneman, 1985). In this area
monocytes can come in close contact with the artery wall. Here, a particle is sub
jected to shear flow creating hemodynamic forces and external torques acting on
the particle hampering free (no adhesion) rolling (Zhao, 2001). Especially larger
particles will be exposed to higher radial gradients in shear stress, particularly close
to the wall, causing rotation and detachment. Once a particle is in contact with the
wall, the local shear stress, directed along the streamlines, is fully exerted on the
particle. Consequently, larger particles will be exposed to larger stress gradients
along the wall, especially when they are non-deformable. The effective shear stress
gradient across the particle will decrease with deformability, favoring attachment.
Therefore, it is not recommendable to utilize non-deformable contrast agents with a
large diameter.
The echogenicity of a particle increases with the mismatch in acoustic impedance
between the particle and its environment (Chapter 2). Air bubbles exhibit a great
acoustic mismatch and are therefore attractive as contrast agent. Inherent to the
process of microbubble generation (agitation), air bubble size is difficult to control.
In addition to the impedance mismatch, echogenicity of a contrast agent highly
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depends on its diameter (Chapter 2), as the backscattered signal power strongly
increases for either a larger sphere size (to the sixth power) or by increasing the
ultrasound frequency (to the fourth power). Because of this dependency, the echo
signal of a single large bubble might dominate the sum signal of a large number of
small particles. This implies that the received signal loses its significance with re
spect to the assessment of the number of binding sites if a wide size distribution is
involved. For quantitative imaging, it is essential that the contrast agents have a
relatively large size with a narrow size distribution. The first requirement, however,
is in conflict with the small size evolving from the shear stress conditions.
A final point to consider is the number of available binding sites in relation to the
stage of the atherosclerotic process. In in vitro experiments, the binding site density
can be manipulated by the application of adhesion molecules (Weller, 2005; Kauf
mann, 2007). If the interspacing between binding sites is small, the diameter of the
contrast agent will be the limiting factor. At the very moment there is no convincing
indication that this limit is reached in in vivo conditions.

Standard ultrasound contrast agents
Small air filled microbubbles within the blood pool exhibit a high echogenicity (ex
tremely high mismatch in acoustic impedance) and are therefore very attractive as
contrast agent. However, it remains difficult to control their size, resulting in a wide
size distribution ranging from 1-10 micrometer. Once injected, larger stiff micro
bubbles will be trapped in the microcirculation and removed from the circulation.
Moreover, microbubbles have a limited life span and, hence, the time allowed for
local accumulation is restricted. That is why these microbubbles are very attractive
for perfusion imaging based on repetitive sequences of bubble destruction and
replenishment (Rovai, 2000; Bruce, 2004; Barnard, 2008), but less suitable to image
the follow-up of processes in the artery wall.
Perfluorohexane emulsions, on the other hand, are attractive as acoustic contrast
agents. They do not exhibit toxic properties, are slowly removed from the circula
tion and have favorable acoustic properties. When bound to the cell surface of tis
sues, these emulsions are detectable, because of a high reflectivity coefficient of 0.3
due to a substantial acoustic impedance mismatch with the environment. A disad
vantage is that they also exhibit a wide size distribution, prohibiting conversion from
observed echogenicity enhancement to the number and density of particles in
volved. Hence, they do not provide information about the density of binding sites as
a quantitative indication of the stage of the atherosclerotic process, leaving only a
yes/no decision. The width of the size distribution can be restricted by appropriate
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filtering, but then the yield will be low, while filters will clog inherently. Moreover,
after filtering echogenicity is limited, because of the small average droplet diameter
in the order of 0.3 |im. In Chapter 4, a technique is described to produce monodis
perse perfluorohexane emulsions with a preset larger size. The membrane emulsifi
cation technique produced particles with preselected sizes of 4 urn and 12 urn and a
diameter variation of only 4%. The larger size of 12
is unsuited for in vivo appli
cations, but was only selected to demonstrate the versatility of the technique. The
ability to produce well defined emulsions of different sizes will make it possible to
explore the optimal droplet size for quantitative imaging in relation to echogenicity
and the adhesion opposing effects of shear stress.
For in vivo targeting, the standard ultrasound contrast agents need further optimi
zation to improve their success rate of adhesion. The poor adhesion properties can
be attributed to the prevailing wall shear stress at the lumen-wall boundary, the
large particle size and their poor deformability, and/or low binding affinity (Chap
ter 3). Future (in vivo) experiments have to show whether the perfluorohexane
droplets are suitable for ultrasound molecular imaging of plaques under physiologi
cal shear stress conditions, i.e., a wall shear stress higher than 0.5 Pa. To increase
the adhesion success rate, the PFH droplets should be deformable and have a small
size to avoid lung entrapment and to decrease their sensitivity to shear stress.
Moreover, a cocktail of multiple ligands should be conjugated to their surface to
increase their affinity, specificity and sensitivity for the target (Chapter 3).

Monocytes as contrast agents vehicle
Because of the low adhesion success rate of current standard ultrasound contrast
agents, we evaluated as an alternative the use of circulating blood cells. Activated
monocytes and macrophages exhibit a natural high and selective affinity to athero
sclerotic sites. Moreover, adhered cells withstand local wall shear stresses as occur
in atherosclerosis prone regions. It has been shown that leukocytes do take up ul
trasound contrast agents, such as perfluorocarbon emulsions (Smith, 1994) and
microbubbles (Lindner, 2000). Furthermore, for several years ex-vivo radio-labeled
leukocytes have been used clinically for scintigraphic imaging of inflammatory and
infectious processes (van Hemert, 2007; Basu, 2009), where the leukocytes are
obtained from the same patient. These findings prompted us to adopt monocytes as
a vehicle for ultrasound contrast agents (Chapter 5). A possible limitation of using
isolated blood monocytes is the number of donors needed to perform a molecular
imaging study, e.g., in mice. Bone marrow isolation, on the other hand, allows re
trieval of a far higher number of bone marrow macrophages from a single donor.
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As observed in this thesis, the uptake of contrast agents (e.g., perfluorohexane) by
bone marrow monocytes is easily controlled by the concentration of the contrast
agent and the duration of exposure (Chapter 5). Three hour incubation with 2% v/v
perfluorohexane emulsions slightly increases the macrophage diameter (Chapter 6),
whereas the lower 50% part of the size distribution overlaps with the size distribu
tion of native murine leukocytes. Because native leukocytes do not clog the pulmo
nary circulation and loaded macrophages have a similar size, the latter might be
suited for in vivo use, provided that the deformability remains within physiological
ranges. However, we questioned whether loaded macrophages still have the same
binding properties and are still suitable for targeting after the uptake of contrast
agents. In this thesis it was shown that the uptake of various concentrations of per
fluorohexane emulsions did not modify the expression of adhesion molecules (VLA4, PSGL-1 and LFA-1) by the macrophages, indicating that it does not affect binding
potential (Chapters). In a static adhesion assay, under no shear stress conditions,
both 2 and 4% v/v loaded macrophages were able to adhere to tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) stimulated endothelium (Chapter 5). However, the exact binding
mechanism, i.e., which ligand bonds were formed, was not studied. The b.EndS
endothelial cells, used in our study, are known to express VCAM-1, P-selectin and Eselectin after TNF-a stimulation, and express ICAM-1 already under non-stimulated
conditions (Rohnelt, 1997; Reiss, 1998; Reiss, 1999; Dirkx, 2003; Gunzer, 2005).
The binding mechanism between the ligands on the (perfluorohexane loaded) ma
crophages and those on the endothelial cells should be studied under realistic wall
shear conditions. Flow chambers have been an important tool to study contrast
agents or cell rolling and adhesion under clearly defined flow conditions. Further
more, endothelial cells, but also specific ligands (e.g., P-selectins) can be applied
onto the chamber glass, while the density of these ligands can be manipulated to
quantify binding (Lawrence, 1991; Reinhardt, 1998; Bacabac, 2005). However, insuf
ficient stimulation of the ligands by, e.g., an insufficient dose of TNF-a, may contrib
ute to limited or no adhesion. In preliminary flow chamber experiments (not shown
in this thesis), performed with (un-)loaded macrophages, we did not observe differ
ences in adhesion between both stimulated and non-stimulated b.End5 cells. De
spite these results, future flow chambers experiments with loaded macrophages
remain interesting to understand how these potential contrast agents are able to
roll and adhere under various shear conditions.
The remaining question pertains to the in vivo applicability of loaded macrophages.
Of course, injection of loaded macrophages has only potential if those macrophages
are able to circulate and eventually accumulate at atherosclerotic sites. The average
total blood mass of a mouse is 6-8% of total body mass, which converts to a blood
volume of 1.5 ml for a mouse with a body weight of 25 gram. It may quite well be
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that injection of 150 ml bone marrow macrophages, even without loading, at a fast
rate temporarily increases blood volume and leads to volume overload and sudden
death (Chapter 6). Besides, respiratory problems due to loaded macrophage en
trapment in the lungs have to be considered. For jugular vein injection, the choice of
injection dose and rate as well as the perfluorohexane loading percentage affects
murine survival rate (Chapter 6). However, injection via the tail vein and reducing
the load to 2.5 million unloaded cells and 2% v/v PFH loaded cells circumvented
respiratory problems and sudden death (Chapter 6). The relatively long distance
from the tail to the lungs apparently allows for sufficiently dilution of the bone mar
row macrophages.
Systemic TNF-a stimulation in vivo, for 6 hours, results in a clear increase in adhe
sion of native leukocytes to the endothelium (Chapter 6). However, compared to
the high number of native leukocyte-endothelium interactions, the number of bone
marrow macrophages interacting with the vessel wall is moderate. Normal mouse
blood contains about 5M leukocytes per ml. The addition of 2.5xl06 bone marrow
macrophages to a blood volume of 1.5 ml implies that almost 1/3 of the leukocytes
in the blood are injected ones, presuming that no bone marrow macrophages are
trapped by the microcirculation. The difference between the number of injected
and native leukocytes is largely reflected by the incidence of adhering leukocytes to
stimulated endothelium within a recording time of 5 seconds, being 6±8 for native
leukocytes and about 1 for injected bone marrow macrophages (Chapter 6). The
latter observation corroborates the conclusion that lung entrapment is moderate,
i.e., for the same adherence property the eventual number of circulating bone mar
row macrophages is about 1/6 of the number of native leukocytes versus an initial
ratio of 1/3. The assumed low entrapment in the lung has not been verified by his
tology.
The TNF-a, used in this study to stimulate the endothelium, is involved in a large
variety of inflammatory disorders, including arterial injury and atherosclerosis (Kishikawa, 1993; Lei, 1996). TNF-a stimulates the endothelial cells to express adhe
sion ligands and thereby induces the recruitment of leukocytes onto and into the
vessel wall. In vivo studies in the microcirculation have shown that E-selectin and Pselectin are synthesized after stimulation with TNF-a, but require 2 to 4 hours for
functional expression (Bevilacqua, 1987; Abbassi, 1993; Hickey, 1998; Jung, 1999;
Carvalho-Tavares, 2000). Unlike in the microcirculation, where TNF-a alone can
induce endothelial upregulation, in large arteries a cocktail of both TNF-a and IL-lb
is required to upregulate endothelial adhesion molecules (Eriksson, 2000). This
study showed that P-selectin is critical for leukocyte capturing and rolling while Eselectin and a4-integrin appear to stabilize rolling interactions. The upregulation of
endothelial adhesion ligands in the large arteries can be achieved by local stimula
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tion, i.e., via direct addition of the cocktail onto the outer wall of the vessel of inter
est (Eriksson, 2000; Schramm, 2004). However, as shown in this thesis, systemic
upregulation via intraperitoneal injection of TNF-a proofed to be effective: native
leukocytes and bone marrow macrophages indeed adhered to the endothelium
after stimulation (Chapter 6). Although cytokine-triggered arterial injury does not
resemble any specific pathology, it is involved in the development of atherosclero
sis.
One should also realize that during the 6 hour period of systemic TNF-a stimulation
a large number of native blood leukocytes already occupied the binding sites, lower
ing the chance for bone marrow macrophage-endothelium interactions. Unfortu
nately, a one-to-one comparison of adhering native leukocytes and injected macro
phages could not be achieved, because of overlapping emission spectra of the avail
able fluorescent probes.
This study did not include quantitative wall shear stress measurements, as per
formed by Eriksson et al. in the mouse aorta (Eriksson, 2000). However, for a whole
blood viscosity of 4 mPa/s in a murine common carotid artery with a circular ge
ometry and a vessel diameter of 0.4 mm and a mean center stream velocity of
15 cm/s (Hartley, 2004), the mean shear stress will be in the order of 6 Pa. The roll
ing and adhering bone marrow macrophages at the site of interest indicate that
loaded bone marrow macrophages are able to cope with these for the mouse nor
mal shear stress levels (Reneman, 2006).

Ultrasound molecular imaging of PFH loaded macrophages
In Chapter 5 a monolayer of macrophages loaded with 2% and 4% v/v perfluoro
hexane emulsions resulted in a dose-dependent increase of 8 and 17dB, respec
tively. Injection of 7 xl0 6 PFH loaded macrophages in 150 (4.1 over a time interval of
30 seconds temporarily creates in the pulmonary artery a similar enhancement of
echo level (Chapter 6). Subsequent mixing and dilution with native blood decreases
the enhancement, although it remains visible in the carotid artery even after 2 min
utes. The undulating pattern (Chapter 6, figure 3) indicates that this is not a meas
urement artifact, but reflects recirculation and dilution.
In the current study we did not evaluate the effect of local accumulation of contrast
agents on echogenicity. Selective and quantitative measurement of the enhance
ment with respect to a reference arterial segment requires quite a different study
protocol and specific echo signal processing. The persistent enhancement of about
0.5 dB of the blood echo level due to the injected leukocytes loaded with perfluoro-
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hexane suggests that local accumulation will be detectable. It will strongly depend
on the local adhesion, and hence accumulation, whether sufficient enhancement is
reached to allow direct measurements. Accumulation can only be achieved, if the
involved contrast agents are stable, a prerequisite loaded macrophages comply
with. A possible alternative is provided by non-linear processing techniques to in
crease sensitivity as has been developed for air bubbles (Averkiou, 2003).

Conclusions
This thesis corroborates earlier findings that it remains difficult to determine which
contrast agent, ligand or target combination would improve molecular ultrasound
imaging of atherosclerosis in large vessels under physiological wall shear stress
conditions. In the past, in vitro and in vivo studies have shown that under physio
logical conditions sufficient adhesion of ultrasound contrast agents to the endothe
lium of large arteries is difficult to achieve. In vitro studies with ultrasound contrast
agents showed that they exhibited low capture and weak firm adhesion efficiency at
low shear stresses due to their stiffness. Changing to deformable agents, to multiple
contrast agent surface ligands or to pulsatile flow improved adhesion, but the im
provements were limited (Weller, 2005; Rychak, 2006b; Kaufmann, 2007). In vitro,
detachment studies with contrast agents were performed after static incubation
(Takalkar, 2004), and those studying attachment of contrast agents were performed
under low shear stress conditions (Weller, 2002; Takalkar, 2004; Rychak, 2006a;
Kaufmann, 2007). In vivo, hardly any study on ultrasound contrast agent targeting
has been performed in large arteries (e.g., carotid artery). Only Kaufmann et al.
(Kaufmann, 2007) reported adhesion of VCAM-1 antibody labeled microbubbles to
the mouse thoracic aorta. The low number of successful in vivo studies is not
strange due to the complex hemodynamic situation in vivo and the relatively high
shear stresses normally present in large arteries compared to the in vitro set-up. In
Chapter 6 it was shown that under physiological shear stresses perfluorohexane
loaded macrophages were able to adhere to the activated endothelium in the ca
rotid artery. Whether adhesion reaches a steady state after longer periods of time
needs to be investigated in future studies.
In vivo (quantitative) molecular imaging with ultrasound contrast agents involves a

complex interplay between factors like bioavailability, sensitivity and selectivity to
target sites in relation to local wall shear stress on the one hand (Takalkar, 2004;
Weller, 2005) and the acoustic properties and eventual density of the contrast
agent with implications for ultrasound reflectivity on the other (Couture, 2007;
Dayton, 2007; Marsh, 2007) (Chapter 3). A possible lack of sensitivity with standard
ultrasound systems and also the uncertainty if and when injected cells adhere at the
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site of interest may be limiting factors. In addition, the results obtained with high
resolution ultrasound systems in mice can not easily be converted to humans, be
cause contrast agent echogenicity highly depends on the ultrasound frequency
used. The shallow penetration required for mice (a few millimeters) allows a high
ultrasound frequency (30 MHz), while for the human carotid artery bulb an ultra
sound frequency of 10 MHz would likely be more feasible. A difference of a factor 3
in emission frequency converts into a factor of 34 = 81 in echogenicity (Eq. 2.10).
Based on the findings in the present thesis, some recommendations for future re
search can be formulated. An important focus of future research should be the
optimization of standard ultrasound contrast agents for targeting under physiologi
cal shear conditions. More insight into the dynamic behavior of ultrasound contrast
agent loaded monocytes, under physiological shear conditions, can lead to impor
tant changes in the design (e.g., size, shape, adhesion molecules) of standard con
trast agents. On the other hand, successful isolation, contrast agent loading and
imaging of native blood cells, as seen in nuclear medicine, favors applicability in a
clinical setting.
Another important focus is the enhancement of the target site of interest compared
to the healthy environment, e.g., the relation between the number of perfluorohex
ane loaded macrophages at the target site and their reflectivity compared to the
surrounding, untargeted area. Combined multi-modal imaging, e.g., intravital imag
ing (multiple fluorescent probes) and ultrasound (high resolution) in mice, can give
more insight into the adhesion behavior and ultrasound reflectivity of the contrast
agents at the target site compared to the surrounding area.
With the studies in this thesis, steps were made towards understanding the target
ing mechanism of ultrasound contrast agents to the atherosclerotic wall under phy
siological shear conditions. Although future research is required to further increase
this knowledge, the currently proposed model of blood cells as an ultrasound con
trast agent vehicle appears as a feasible alternative in molecular ultrasound imag
ing. The ultimate question is whether this alternative ultrasound contrast is able to
image gradual processes of atherogenesis, i.e., grading the atherosclerotic process
from early development to vulnerable plaque.
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Atherosclerosis, an inflammatory disease of large and middle-sized arteries, is the
primary cause of events like stroke or acute myocardial infarction. Molecular imag
ing of the molecular and cellular processes involved in atherosclerosis utilizes tar
geted contrast agents in combination with specific imaging modalities, such as ul
trasound. Targeting of the atherosclerotic wall of large arteries under physiological
circumstances imposes specific requirements on ultrasound contrast agents. They
should be able to attach, roll and finally firmly adhere to the wall during oscillating
shear stress to achieve sufficient accumulation and ultrasound imaging enhance
ment. The physiologically high shear forces acting on contrast agents, limiting even
tual attachment, remain one of the major obstacles for clinical application. Notably,
the adherence requirements for ultrasound contrast agents in small rodents are
even more severe since wall shear stress is substantially higher in small animals than
in humans. The objective of this thesis was to develop a method for molecular imag
ing by means of ultrasound contrast agents targeted to endothelial markers in large
arteries.
In Chapter 2 the basic principles of ultrasound, contrast imaging, hemodynamics,
and particle adhesion are discussed. It is established that high ultrasound echo
genicity requires a high density of particles with a large size and a high acoustic
impedance mismatch with the surrounding medium, i.e., the blood pool and endo
thelium. Interrogation of superficially located atherosclerotic regions is advanta
geous because it allows the use of a high ultrasound frequency, favoring the ratio of
particle diameter and wavelength. On the other hand a large particle size is more
susceptible to the hemodynamic forces exerted on the particle, i.e., shear stress.
The results obtained in the past with the current ultrasound contrast agents are
thoroughly reviewed in Chapter 3. This chapter provides an overview of the com
monly used ultrasound contrast agents, such as microbubbles, liposomes and emul
sions with a size in the range of 0.1 to 6 (im. Most detachment studies with contrast
agents were performed after static incubation, and those studying attachment of
contrast agents were performed under low shear stress conditions. In animal mod
els, contrast agents showed a short circulation time, because they were large, stiff
and did not contain suitable shell membrane components. In vitro, stiff-shelled
agents exhibited low capture and weak firm adhesion efficiency at low shear
stresses. Changing to deformable agents, to multiple contrast agent surface ligands
or to pulsatile flow improved adhesion, but the improvements were still limited.
Current ultrasound contrast agents exhibit a wide size distribution, prohibiting con
version from observed echogenicity enhancement to the number and density of
particles involved, and, hence, to the density of binding sites as an indication of the
stage of the atherosclerotic process rather than a yes/no decision. Chapter 4 de

SUMMARY

scribes a study in which a membrane emulsification technique is used to create
strictly monodisperse perfluorohexane emulsions with a preset size. The ability to
produce well defined emulsions of different sizes will make it possible to explore the
optimal emulsion droplet size for quantitative imaging in relation to shear stress
and echogenicity. In this study monodisperse perfluorohexane emulsions with pre
selected sizes of 4 |im and 12 |im were produced. Ultrasound experiments demon
strated that the newly developed perfluorohexane emulsions exhibited the antici
pated echogenic behavior. Further investigations are required to get more insight
into the relationship between echogenicity and the local concentration and size of
adhered ultrasound contrast agents in vivo.
Because of the low adhesion success rate of current standard ultrasound contrast
agents the use of monocytes as a vehicle for ultrasound contrast agents was ex
plored in Chapter 5. Isolated murine bone marrow cells were cultured into macro
phages, which were allowed to take up contrast material (perfluorohexane). The
uptake was easily controlled by the concentration of the contrast agents and dura
tion of exposure. The uptake of contrast material increased echogenicity dosedependently by more than 10 dB (4% v/v). The uptake process did not modify the
expression of adhesion molecules (VLA-4, PSGL-1 and LFA-1), indicating that it does
not affect binding potential. Moreover, under no shear stress conditions the loaded
macrophages were able to adhere to stimulated endothelium.
The in vivo applicability of loaded macrophages as described in chapter 5 was stud
ied in Chapter 6. Ultrasound examination showed that after intravenous injection
perfluorohexane loaded bone marrow macrophages enhanced the echo level of
arterial blood in mice. Moreover, injection via the tail vein of 2.5xl06 2% v/v loaded
bone marrow macrophages was well tolerated by the animals. Intravital microscopy
showed that injected bone marrow macrophages exhibited rolling and adhesion
behavior at the TNF-a stimulated carotid artery endothelium, similar to native blood
leukocytes. Furthermore, rolling behavior was not different between perfluorohex
ane loaded and unloaded bone marrow macrophages. Similarly, there was no dif
ference in the number of adhering loaded and unloaded bone marrow macro
phages. Future experiments are required to get more insight into the relationship
between local expression of molecular markers on endothelial surfaces and the
local concentration and diameter of adhered cell-based ultrasound contrast agents.
Finally, Chapter 7 integrates the results of the studies presented in this thesis and
discusses the remaining challenges towards ultrasound molecular imaging in large
arteries under (patho)physiological flow conditions.
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Atherosclerose ("aderverkalking") is een ontstekingsziekte van de wand van de
grote slagaders. Het is de voornaamste oorzaak van een beroerte of een hartinfarct.
Atherosclerose is een langzaam en geleidelijk voortschrijdend proces waarbij de
ontsteking leidt tot de ontwikkeling van een atherosclerotische plaque. Als gevolg
daarvan produceert de binnenlaag van het vat (het endotheel) specifieke moleculen. Moleculaire beeldvorming ("molecular imaging") is gebaseerd op het zichtbaar
maken van de moleculaire en cellulaire processen betrokken bij weefselveranderingen. Daartoe wordt gebruik gemaakt van contrastmiddelen die met een gegeven
beeldvormende techniek, zoals ultrageluid (echografie), goed kunnen worden waargenomen. Selectieve hechting wordt bereikt door de contrastmiddelen te voorzien
van moleculen die een binding aangaan met de moleculen die als gevolg van het
atherosclerotische proces gevormd worden. De hechting moet zo stevig zijn dat ze
vast blijven zitten ondanks de wrijvingskrachten die het stromend bloed erop uitoefent. De wrijvingskracht per eenheid van oppervlakte wordt de afschuifspanning of
"shear stress'' genoemd. Naarmate zich meer contrastmiddelen locaal ophopen
zullen ze steeds beter zichtbaar worden op het ultrasonore echobeeld.
De afschuifspanning aan de wand, uitgeoefend op het contrastmiddel, belemmert
de hechting. Dit is een van de grootste obstakels bij de toepassing van contrastmid
delen voor ultrageluid in slagaders bij de mens. Bovendien is het uittesten van mo
leculaire beeldvorming met behulp van ultrageluid bij kleine knaagdieren moeizaam. Juist in kleine dieren blijkt de shear stress aanzienlijk hoger zijn dan bij de
mens. Het doel van dit proefschrift is een methode te ontwikkelen voor moleculaire
beeldvorming met behulp van ultrageluid contrastmiddelen, die hechten aan speci
fieke moleculen in de arteriewand onder (patho)fysiologische stromingscondities.
In hoofdstuk 2 worden de basisprincipes van ultrageluid, contrast afbeelding, hemodynamica en hechting van contrastmiddelen in detail besproken. Daarin wordt
onder andere vastgesteld dat een hoge reflectiviteit van het ultrageluidsignaal een
hoge dichtheid vereist van contrastmiddelen met een grote diameter en een akoestische impedantie die sterk afwijkt van die van de omgeving, dat wil zeggen, het
bloed en het endotheel. Bovendien is de reflectiviteit van een klein deeltje in belangrijke mate afhankelijk van de verhouding tussen zijn diameter en de golflengte
van het gebruikte ultrageluid. Het heeft daarom zin om in de ontwikkelingsfase te
kiezen voor een oppervlakkig gelegen slagader die gevoelig is voor atheroscleroti
sche processen, zoals de halsslagader. Vanwege de geringe indringdiepte van ultra
geluid (30 mm) heeft men minder last van verzwakking van het geluid en kan dus
een hogere frequentie (7-10 MHz) met een kortere golflengte gebruikt worden. Een
complicerende factor is echter dat een contrastdeeltje met een grotere diameter
gevoeliger is voor afschuifspanningen waardoor hechting aan de wand bemoeilijkt
wordt.
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De ervaringen die eerder zijn opgedaan met de hedendaagse ultrageluid contrast
middelen passeren in hoofdstuk 3 de revue. Dit hoofdstuk geeft een overzicht van
de gebruikelijke ultrageluid contrastmiddelen, zoals microbubbels, liposomen en
emulsies met een deeltjesformaat van 0,1 tot 6 nm. De meeste hechtingsstudies
waren gericht op het los laten van de contrastmiddelen nadat ze eerst, zonder
stroming, mochten hechten aan het doelgebied. Andere hechtingsstudies bestudeerden de hechting van contrastmiddelen bij aanzienlijk lagere afschuifspanningen
dan die bij de mens in slagaders optreden. In diermodellen lieten de contrastmidde
len een korte circulatietijd zien, omdat ze te groot en te stijf waren en niet de geschikte membraan componenten bevatten. De contrastmiddelen met een stijve
membraan hadden bij een lage afschuifspanning ook een lage hechtingsefficientie,
terwijl de hechting weer gemakkelijk verbroken werd. Het gebruik van vervormbare
contrastmiddelen, of contrastmiddelen met meerdere bindingsmoleculen op het
membraan, of hechting van contrastmiddelen onder pulsatiele stromingscondities
resulteerden in een matige verbetering.
De hedendaagse ultrageluid contrastmiddelen hebben eenbrede grootteverdeling
waardoor het onmogelijk wordt om het waargenomen echosignaal te converteren
naar het aantal en de dichtheid van de betrokken contrastmiddelen. Het is dan ook
niet mogelijk om een indicatie te geven van het stadium waar het atheroscleroti
sche proces in verkeert; men moet volstaan met een ja/nee beoordeling. Hoofd
stuk 4 beschrijft een methode om met een membraan emulsificatie techniek perfluorhexaan emulsies te maken met een nauwe grootteverdeling en een vooraf
gekozen diameter, bijvoorbeeld 4 en 12 urn. Het wordt daardoor mogelijk om de
meest optimale emulsie druppelgrootte te kiezen voor kwantitatieve beeldvorming
in relatie tot de karakteristieken van de afschuifspanning en het echosignaal. Ultra
geluid experimenten bevestigden dat deze perfluorhexaan emulsies zichtbaar zijn
met behulp van ultrageluid. Extra onderzoek is nodig om meer inzicht te krijgen in
de relatie tussen het echosignaal en de lokale concentratie en het formaat van de
ultrageluid contrastmiddelen zoals die zich ophopen op een atherosclerostische
plaque in de halsslagader.
Vanwege de slechte hechtingseigenschappen van de huidige ultrageluid contrast
middelen hebben wij in hoofdstuk 5 onderzocht of monocyten (witte bloedcellen;
voorlopers van macrofagen) als voertuig voor ultrageluid contrastmiddelen kunnen
worden gebruikt. Daartoe werden uit gei'soleerde beenmergcellen van muizen ma
crofagen gekweekt die contrastmiddelen opnemen. De opname kon gemakkelijk
gecontroleerd worden door de concentratie van de contrastmiddelen (bijv. perflu
orhexaan) in relatie tot de duur van de blootstelling. De opname van het contrast
middel door de macrofaag Net een dosis-afhankelijke verhoging van het echosignaal
zien van minstens een factor 3 (bij een dosis van 4% v/v). De opname van perfluor-
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hexaan had geen invloed op de expressie van de bindingsmoleculen die normaai
aanwezig zijn op het membraan van de macrofaag, zoals VLA-4, PSGL-1 en LFA-1. De
opname van het contrastmiddel had geen invloed op de hechtingseigenschappen
van de macrofagen.
In hoofdstuk 6 worden experimenten gepresenteerd waarin de toepasbaarheid van
de in hoofdstuk 5 beschreven macrofagen in muizen onderzocht werd. Intraveneuze
injectie van perfluorohexaan geladen beenmergmacrofagen resulteerde direct na
injectie in een geringe maar duidelijk waarneembare toename van het ultrageluidsniveau van het bloed in de longslagader en vervolgens in de halsslagader. Verder
bleek dat de geleidelijke injectie van 2.5 miljoen 2% v/v geladen beenmerg macro
fagen via de staartvene door de muizen goed verdragen werd. Het atherosclerotisch
proces werd gesimuleerd door de halslagader te stimuleren met TNF-a. We hebben
vervolgens met behulp een intravitaal microscoop vastgesteld dat de gei'njecteerde
beenmerg macrofagen een rollend en hechtend gedrag vertoonden overeenkomstig
met dat van de eigen witte bloedcellen van het dier. Bovendien hebben wij geen
verschil in het rolgedrag en de hechting van de met perfluorhexaan geladen en de
ongeladen beenmerg macrofagen vast kunnen stellen. Aanvullende experimenten
zijn echter nodig, ondermeer om de relatie tussen de lokale expressie van molecu
laire markers op het endotheel en de lokale concentratie en diameter van gehechte
geladen monocyten vast te stellen, ten einde een definitieve conclusie te kunnen
trekken over de bruikbaarheid van deze methode,
Tenslotte worden in hoofdstuk 7 alle resultaten geintegreerd en besproken. Daarbij
wordt tevens aandacht besteed aan de resterende uitdagingen met betrekking tot
moleculaire beeldvorming van atherosclerotische plaques met behulp van ultrage
luid.
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